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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
To the Inhabitants of the Toivn of Goffstown, in the County of
Hillsborough, in said State, Qualified to Vote in Town
Affairs:
Yoii are hereby notified to meet at the town house in said
town, on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March next, at 9
o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary town oihcers and agents for
the ensuing year.
2. To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may
be necessary for the support of schools, for the maintenance
of the poor, for the repair of roads and bridges, and for Me-
morial Day.
3. To see how much money the town will vote to raise
for the Rogers Free Library.
4. To see how much money the town will vote to raise
to pay on existing debts of the town.
5. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the amount of money necessary to comply with the provisions
of the law passed at the January session, 1905, for the per-
manent improvement of highways.
6. To^see what sum of money the town will vote to ex-
pend for the repairs of highways and bridges for the ensuing
year.
7. To see what action the town will take relative to the
improvement of the cemeteries of the town, and fencing and
otherwise improving the land purchased of D. W. Hoit at the
west yard.
8. To see what action the town will take relative to the
distribution of copies of Old Home Day exercises among the
taxpayers of the town of Goffstown.
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9. To see what action the town will take relative to the
writing of a town history, and appropriate money for the
same.
10. To see if the town Avill vote to instruct the selectmen
to lay out a winter road from a stake on the highway near
the house of Mrs. Louisa Cleveland, across the land of the
said Mrs. Cleveland and land of Charles A. Davis and land of
Orrin T. Clough, to a stake on the highway between the house
of said Clough and the house of Albert Jones, said road to be
open only from November 15 to April 1 of each year; this
road to run nearly or quite as the old road runs.
11. To see if the town will vote to instruct the road agent
to dig a ditch on the east side of the highway leading to Paige-
Hill from Groffstown Village, so that the surplus water will
not flow on the land of Alfred Colby.
12. To see what action the town will take relative to
building new, or repairing the old, lockup, and appropriate
money for the same.
13. To see if the town will vote to instruct the selectmen
to purchase land and erect thereon a suitable building for
housing town property, and the purchase of a road machine,
should one be needed, and raise and appropriate money for
the same.
14. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and com-
mittees, and pass any vote relating thereto.
15. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.









SELECTMEN'S EEPOET TO FEBRUAEY, 1905.
EOAD AGENT'S REPORT.
0. E. Whipple, in account with the town of Goffstown:
1904.
Feb. 16. One day's work with snow roller $3.00
17. One day's work with snow roller 3.00
18. One day's work with snow roller 3.00
19. One day's work with snow roller 3.00
30. One day's work with snow roller 3.00
37. One day on road business 3.00
Mar. 3. One day on road business 3.00
7. One day on road business 3.00
33. One day shoveling snow 3.00
39. One day on road business 3.00
$30.00
WORK WITH MEIS^ AND TEAMS..
Eeb. 16. One man, i day $0.75




Mar. 3. One man and two-horse team, ^ day .. . 1.88
19. One man, wheeling ashes from under
town house for roads, 1 day 1.50
33. One man and two-horse team, 1 day. . . 3.75
33. One man, wheeling ashes from under
church for roads, 1 day 1.50
$1088
WORK WITH SNOW ROLLER.
Feb. 15. One man and two-horse team, -J day
16. One man and two-horse team, 1 day
17. One man and two-horse team, 1 day
18. One man and two-horse team, 1 day
19. One man and two-horse team, 1 day
20. One man and two-horse team, 1 day
Paid C. G. Barnard, two-horse team, 5-| days. . . .
W. H. Whipple, with two-horse team, 5^ days
W. H. Whipple, scraping sidewalks
SNOW BILLS.
Paid Frank Wright, labor on roads . . .
J. C. Mclntire, labor on roads . .
.
F. H. Fuller, labor on roads
H. M. Beard, labor on roads . . . .
Asa Spanlding, labor on roads. .
Frank E. Kidder, labor on roads.
W. P. K. Smith, labor on roads . .
W. M. Whipple, labor on roads . .
A. F. Eichards, labor on roads . . .
W. I. Royce, labor on roads
Ephraim Pike, labor on roads . .
J. E. Minard, labor on roads . . . .
S. H. Kidder, labor on roads . . . .
A. E. Pike, labor on roads
Joe Comfort, labor on roads . . . .
Roy Whipple, labor on roads . . . ,
Mr. Gorder, labor on roads
C. R. McCollum, labor on roads.































Paid W. J. Blaisdell, labor on roads $1.87
W. M. Hammond, labor on roads 1.72
Will Emerson, labor on roads .25
H. H. Cleveland, labor on roads .60
G. E. Waite, labor on roads 3.60
H. D. Cram, labor on roads 3.25
Henry Moore, labor on roads 3.80
A. B. McLane, labor on roads 5.05
G. Parker, labor on roads 3.50
William Tilton, labor on roads 3.35
George Pettee, labor on roads 5.00
J. W. Tirrell, labor on roads 8.88
W. Merrill, labor on roads 4.00
G. H. Stiles, labor on roads 5.00
$101.74
Paid H. H. Cleveland, labor on roads $3.45
Ed Kidder, labor on roads 3.75
F.B. Hazen, labor on roads 7.00
J. G. Eoberts, labor on roads 3.00
William S. Whipple, labor on roads 7.50
J. W. Eoberts, labor on roads 3.30
A. J. Phelps, labor on roads 3.75
Irad Poore, labor on roads 13.30
N. G. Newton, labor on roads 8.00
J. B. Lncian, labor on roads 7.31
L. H. Colburn, labor on roads 3.35
E. J. Morse, labor on roads 4.00
1 J. W. Gonld, labor on roads 1.50
W. L. Eemington, labor on roads 4.45
L. N. George, labor on roads 5.35
J. Mntric, labor on roads 3.00
$80.61
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Paid for labor done under Charles Morgrage for 1903-1904:
Paid L. S. Bartlett : $10.40
S. M. Johnson 20.55
A. S. Tirrell 2.17
W. B. Richards 6.25
E. Gatz 15.00





April 4. One-half day's work on roads $1.00
5. One-half day on road business 1.00
11. One day's work on roads 2.00
12. One-half day's work on roads 1.00
13. One day at Milford 2.00
14. One day's labor on roads 2.00
15. One day's labor on roads 2.00
18. One day's labor on roads 2.00
19. One day's labor on roads 2.00
22. One day's labor on roads 2.00
23. One day's labor on roads 2.00
25. One-half day's labor on roads • 1.00
26. One day's labor on roads 2.00
29. One-half day on road business 1.00
30. Three-fourths day's labor on roads ... . 1.50
May 2. One day's labor on roads 2.00
3. One day's labor on roads 2.00
4. One day's labor on roads 2.00
5. One day's labor on roads 2.00
7. One day on road business and with
selectmen 2.00
9. One-half day's labor on roads 1.00
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May 10. One day's labor on roads $2.00
11. One day's labor on roads 2.00
12. One day's labor on roads 2.00
13. One day's labor on roads 2.00
14. One day's labor on roads 2.00
16. One day's labor on roads 2.00
IT. One day's labor on roads and road busi-
ness 2.00
1 8. One day's labor on roads and road busi-
ness 2.00
19. One day's labor on roads 2.00
20. One day's labor on roads 2.00
21. One day's labor on roads 2.00
23. One day's labor on roads 2.00
24. One day's labor on roads 2.00
25. One day's labor on roads 2.00
26. One day's labor on roads 2.00
27. One day's labor on roads 3,00
28. One day's labor on roads 2.00
31. One day's labor on roads 2.00
June 1. One day's labor on roads. 2.00
2. One day's labor on roads 2.00
3. One day's labor on roads. . . .' 2.00
4. One day's labor on roads 2.00
6. One day's labor on roads 2.00
7. One day's labor on roads 2.00
8. One day's labor on roads 2.00
9. One day's labor on roads 2.00
10. One day's labor on roads 2.00
11. One day's labor on roads 2.00
13. One day's labor on roads 2.00
14. One day's labor on roads 2.00
15. One day's labor on roads 2.00
16. One day's labor on roads. 2.00
17. One day's labor on roads 2.00
18. One day's labor-on roads 2.00
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June 20. One day's labor on roads $2.00
21. One da3''s labor on roads 2.00
22. One day's labor on roads 2.00
23. One day's labor on roads 2.00
24. One day's labor on roads 2.00
25. One day's labor on roads 2.00
29. One day on road business 2.00
30. One-half day on road business 1.00
July 1. One day's labor on roads and road busi-
ness ; 2.00
2. One day's labor on roads and road busi-
ness 2.00
6. One-half day's labor on roads and road
business 1.00
25. One day's labor on roads 2.00
27. One day's labor on roads 2.00
28. One day's labor on roads 2.00
29. One day's labor on roads 2.00
30. One day's labor on roads. 2.00
Aug. 1. One daj^'s labor on roads 2.00
2. One day's labor on roads 2.00
3. One day's labor -on roads 2.00
-i. One day's labor on roads 2.00
5. One day's labor on roads 2.00
6. One day's labor on roads 2.00
8. One day's labor on roads 2.00
9. One day's labor on roads 2.00
10. One day's labor on roads and road busi-
ness .2.00
11. One day's labor on roads 2.00
12. One day's labor on roads 2.00
13. One day's labor on roads 2.00
15. One day's labor on roads 2.00
16. One day's labor on roads 2.00
17. One day's labor on roads 2.00
18. One day's labor on roads 2.00
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Aug. 19. One day's labor on roads $2.00
30. One-hali day's labor on roads 1.00
22. One day's labor on roads 2.00
23. One day's labor on roads 2.00
24. One-half day's labor on roads 1.00
25. One day's labor on roads 2.00
26. One day's labor on roads 2.00
27. One day's labor on roads 2.00
29. One day's labor on roads 2.00
30. One day's labor on roads 2.00
31. One day's labor on roads 2.00
Sept. 2. One day's labor on streets and sidewalks 2.00
3. One day's labor on streets and sidewalks 2.00
5. One day's labor on streets and sidewalks 2.00
6. One day's labor on streets and sidewalks 2.00
7. One day's labor on streets and sidewalks 2.00
8. One day's labor on streets and sidewalks 2.00
9. One day's labor on streets and road busi-
ness 2.00
10. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
12. One day's labor on streets and walks . . 2.00
13. One day's labor on stre(?ts and walks. . 2.00
14. One day's labor on streets and road
business 2.00
15. One-half day's labor on streets and road
business 1.00
16. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
17. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
20. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
21. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
22. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
23. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
24. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
26. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
;
• 27. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
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Sept. 28. One day's labor on streets and road
business $2.00
29. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
30. One day's labor on streets and walks. . 2.00
Oct. 1. One day's labor on roads 2.00
3. One day's labor on roads 2.00
4. One day's labor, on roads 2.00
5. One day's labor on roads 2.00
6. One da3^'s labor on roads 2.00
7. One day's labor on roads 2.00
8. One day's labor on roads 2.00
10. One day's labor on roads and road busi-
ness 2.00
11. One day's labor on roads 2.00
12. One day's labor on roads 2.00
13. One day's labor on roads .' 2.00
14. One day's labor on roads 2.00
15. One day's labor on roads 2.00
17. One day's labor on roads 2.00
18. One day's labor on roads. . . . .• 2.00
19. One day's labor on roads 2.00
20. One day's labot on roads 2.00
21. One day's labor on sewers 2.00
22. One day's labor on roads 2.00
24. One day's labor on roads 2.00
25. One day's labor on roads 2.00
26. One day's labor on roads 2.00
27. One day's labor on roads 2.00
28. One day's labor on roads 2.00
29. One-fourth day's labor on roads .50
31. One day's labor on roads 2.00
iS'ov. 1. One day's labor on roads 2.00
2. One day's labor on roads 2.00
3. One day's labor on roads 2.00
4. One day's labor on roads 2*.00
5. One dav's labor on roads 2.00
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Nov. 7. One day's labor on roads $2.00
9. One day's labor on roads 3.00
10. One day's labor on roads 2.00
11. One day's labor on roads 2.00
30. One-half day's labor on roads and road
business i . .
.
1.00
Dec. 3. One day's labor on roads 3.00
8. One day's labor on roads 3.00
17. One day's labor on roads 3.00
$308.00
WORK WITH MEJSr AND TEAMS.
1904.
April 11. Three men and 3 two-horse teams^ 1
day $9.00
13. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, -I
day 4.50
13. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
14. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
15. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
18. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
19. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
33. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
33. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 7.50
36. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
30. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 7.50
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May 2. Three men and 3 two-iiorse teams, 1
day 9.00
3. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 7.50
4. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 7.50
4. Three men and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
6. One man and 1 two-horse team, ^ day 1.88
10. Three men and 2 tworhorse teams, ^
day 4.50
11. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.35
12. Four men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 12.75
13. Four men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 13.75
14. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.35
19. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.35
20. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, -J
day ^ 4.87
21. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.75
June 10. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.35
11. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.75
29. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, -J day 3.75
July 1. One man and 1 two-horse team, f day 2.80
2. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
6. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, ^
day 5.38
25. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, ^ day 3.75
27. Three men and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.00
28. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
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July 29. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day $7.50
30. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
Aug. 1. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
3. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
3. Three men and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day . 9.00
4. Three men and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day
5. One man and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day
6. Four men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
8. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
9. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
10. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
11. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, ^ daj
12. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day
13. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
15. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
16. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
17. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day
18. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
19. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
22. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day
24. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, ^ day
25. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day
26. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.25
27. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.25
29. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
30. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
31. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
Sept. 2. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75




















Sept. 5. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day $9.75
6. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
7. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.35
8. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
9. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, ^ day 1.88
10. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
12. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
13. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
14. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, f day 7.37
15. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, ^ day 1.88
16. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
17. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
19. Two men and 1 two-horse team, 1 day 5.25
20. One man and 1 two-horse team, 1 day 3.75
21. Three men and 3 two-horse teams, 1
day 11.25
22. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
23. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
21. One man and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day .8.25
26. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
27. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
28. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
29. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, f day 7.88
30. Three men and 3 two-horse teams. 1
day 11.25
Oct. 1. Two men and 3 two-horse teams, 1 day 9.75
3. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
4. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
5. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
6. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
7. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
8. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
10. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 4 day 5.03
11. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
12. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.00
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Oct. 13. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, h clay $3.88
14. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
15. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day ".50
17. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
18. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
19. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, ^ day 3.75
20. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
21. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, ^ day 3.75
22. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
24. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
2'5. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
26. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, ^ day 3.75
27. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
28. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
29. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
31. One man and J two-horse team, 1 day 3.75
31. One man and 1 two-horse team, -| day 1.88
Nov. 1. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
2. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
3. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
4. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
5. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
7. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
8. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
9. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
10. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
11. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50
12. Two men and 2 two-horse teams, 1 day 7.50




May 9. Two men and 6 horses, ^ day $6.00
10. Two men and 6 horses, -J day 6.00
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May 17. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day $13.00
18. Two men and 6 horses, ^ day 6.00
20. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
23. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
' 24. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
25. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
26. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
27. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
28. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
31. Two men and 6 horses, '1 day 12.00
June 1. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
2. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
3. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
4. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
6. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
7. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
' -8. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
'9. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
' 13. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
14. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day.- 12.00
15. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
16. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
17. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
' ^ 18. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
' 20. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
21. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
22. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
23. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
24. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
25. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
Aug. 5. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
23. Two men and 6 horses, 1 day 12.00
Oct. 19. Two men and 4 horses, ^ day 4.75





COST OF WIDENING STEEET NEAE WATKINS.
Nov. 15. Self, 3 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day $9.50
16. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
17. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
18. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
19. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
21. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
22. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
23. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
25. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
26. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
Dee. 1. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
2. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
3. Self, 2 men, and 2 two-horse teams, 1
day 9.50
Paid M. S. Leeds 8.25
A. T. Eand 7.00
C. Burnham 7.50
E. W. Kendrick 17.50
W. I. Royce 17.50
J. W. Gould 2.25
B. F. Harriman 4.50
C. Hammond, ledgestone 1.00
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Paid J. N. McLane, use of derrick $4.50
A. E. Cushion 6.75-
P. Sullivan 19.50
A. E. Cushion 6.75
W. I. Koyce 17.87
A. E. Cushion 4.50
William Colburn 5.0O
A. R. Thompson 7.50
W. I. Royce 10.00
William Colburn /. . ; 14.21




G. E. Ordway 16.30
W. I. Royce 38.35.
G. E. Ordway 7.50
E. W. Kendrick 25.00
G. E. Ordway 10.00
Moses Ordway 3.00
J. Taylor .60
G. E. Ordway 6.00
A. J. Phelps 25.50
G. E. Ordway 10.50
W. I. Royce 36.30
B. F. Hazen 1.50
H. H. Cleveland 5.25
G. Saunders .75
M. V. B. Wyman 6.90
J. B. Lucian 6.90
M. S. Leeds 27.22
A. E. Cushion 61.90
W. F. Hebert 56.30
C. J. Carter 8.25
A. B. Russell 7.50
E. AV. Kendrick 32.50
21
Paid B. F. Emerson $39.62
W. Langley l-^^
S. W. Kidder 1-00
W. Royce ^^•'^'^
Q. E. Parker 4.50
H. D. Cram..... 9.50
William S. Whipple 4.20





E. W. Kendrick '^1-63
H. Bnrk • 7.50
W. I. Royce 40.25
A. E. Cushion • • • • ^9.65
P. Sullivan 34.75
Oilman Woodbury ^'^^
A. E. Jones 3.37
Fred Whipple 1-50
M. S. Leeds 40.00
C. E. Bailey 4.50
B. S. Dyke 3-00
C. Burnham 16.50
William Colburn 18.50
F. 0. Blont ....• 3.00
A. Whittemore l-'^O
H. W. Merrill , . • • . 6.00
J. W. Merrill 1-50
W. B. Richards 1-50
W. Merrill 3.00
W. I. Royce, supply team 9-00
C. H. Tibhetts 5-05
A. F. Richards 3.00
C. Burnham 14.50
M. V. B. Wyman 1.35
M. S. Leeds ' 34.25
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Paid A. Colby • $2.25
L. H. Colburn 3.75-
G. I. Blaisdell 2.10
W. S. Parker 3.0a
H. L. Kimball 6.53
W. H. Poore 5.25
E. B. Pike 2.15




W. M. Whipple 2.57
L. W. Bartlett 3.00
D. W. Stevens .70-
J. W. Watson 1.50
A. W. Whipple 6.60
J. W. Gould 1.50-
H. M. Beard 3.85
Caleb Stowell .75
Jones & Hoit o.OO'
A. E. Cushion 6.75
Asa Spaulding . 2.50
E. W. Kendrick 40.00
B. F. Harriman 80.55
D. W. Hoit 19.00
J. B. Lucian 54.91
A. J. Phelps 31.50
J. W. Gould 3.75
H. W. Whipple .50
W. H. Bartlett 19.95
C. Shepard 9.00
B. G. Tirrell 11.25
E. W. Kendrick 35.63
L. N. George 3.00





Dec. 18. One day on sidewalks $2.00
Jan. 4. One day on sidewalks 2.00
5. One day on sidewalks 2.00
6. One day on road business 2.00
7. One day on road business 2.00
8. One day on streets and sidewalks.... 2.00
.9. One day on streets and sidewalks.... 2.00
22. One-half day on streets and sidewalks 1.00
25. One day on streets and sidewalks.... '2.00
26. One day on streets and sidewalks.... 2.00
27. One day with snow roller 2.00
28. One day with snow roller 2.00
30. One day on roads 2.00
Feb. 4. One day on road business 2.00
6. One day on streets and sidewalks. . . . 2.00
7. One day on streets and sidewalks. . . . 2.00
8. One day on streets and sidewalks.... 2.00
Ploughing snow from sidewalks and
carting snow from street 15.00
Collecting and paying bills, 2 days.. 4.00
$52.00
WORK WITH SNOW ROLLER.
0. E. Whipple.
Jan. 4. Two men and 4 horses, 1 day $8.00
5. Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
6. Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
7. Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
26. Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
27. Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00









Two men and 4 horses^ ^ day $4.00
Two men and 4 horses,
-J
day 4.00
Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
Two men and four horses, 1 day 8.00
Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
Two men and 4 horses, 1 day 8.00
Paid Fred Campbell, 3 days with two-horse team
. W. H. Whipple, 12-J days with two-horse
team
Union Market, 8^ days with two-horse team
W. J. Jones, 5 days with two-horse team. .
Carr Bros., -| day with two-horse team










Paid J. IsTeigon $1.95
E. Gates 13.00
B. F. Hazen 1.50
H. H. Smith .25
Frank Wright 1.35
P. E. Wright 1.35
Joseph Carraway 1.80
H. E. Bartlett • 6.75
J. Shirley 3.35
J. W. Brown 10.78
L. W. Bartlett 3.40
J. E. Hazen 3.50
A. B. McLain 7.60
J. C. McTntire 3.08
D. W. Stevens .95
25
Paid William McDougall $1.88
J . W. Watson 4.05
W. I^ Eoyce 3.70
L. H. Williams 2A0
W. I. Poore -50
O. I. Blaisdell 1-05
S. M. Johnson 4.96
George Pattee 2.50
B. F. Harriman 7.20
J.^ W. Gould 3.00
M. S. Leeds 3.08
Edwin Kidder 3.20
B. F. Greer, streets and sidewalks 13.50
C. C. Hadley 7.00
Carr Bros., streets and sidewalks 5.47
Irad Poore 3.10
William S. Whipple 10.00
0. T. Clough 4.90
Bert G. Tirrell 9.85
A. S. Tirrell 3.50
Worthley Bros., Hooksett 3.30
C. G. Barnard 3.00
W. A. Pierce 13.47
J. H. Bartlett 13.70
COST OF SNOW ROLLER.
$186.82
Paid for oak and ash plank $12.00
William A^. Carleton, labor 31.88
William jST. Carleton, stock .40
Kendall, Hadley Co 5.25
Parker Bros., spikes and nails 1.25
C. H. Hutchinson, shafts and flanges 10.95
0. E. Whipple, boards 1.50
Holt & McFadden, bolts, irons, and labor. . 18.00
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Paid 0. E. Whipple, labor $10.00
W. F. Paige, express .50
MISCELLANEOUS BILLS.
$91.73
Paid Parker Bros., 1 hoe and 1 turf hook $1.00
Parker Bros., spikes, nails, oil, and 3 hoe
handles 3.10
John Brown, repairing macliine 3.00
Will Paige, plow, handles, bolts, and ex-
press 1.00
A. S. Tirrell, repairing machine .35
J. B. Yarick Co., 8 spades, 3 pick handles. . 5.80
J. B. Varick Co., d3^namite, 50 lbs., and
freight 14.50
John B. Varick Co., caps and fuse 1.70
John B. Varick Co., iron for plow and ex-
press 3.15
John B. Varick Co., 1 steel bar. . . ; 1.08
John B. Varick Co., 3 spades 1.60
A. B. Black, repairs for machine and ex-
press 6.30
W. M. Hammond, spikes .15
B. F. Greer, spikes and 1 spade 1.00
A. E. Jones, plank for bridge 7.05
J. L. Whipple, painting iron bridge at Gras-
mere . 15.30
Holt & McFadden, blacksmith work 31.06
Parker Bros., 3 snow shovels 1.00
Band & Jenks, iron guard railing on High
street 38.77
Rand & Jenks, drain pipe 45.44
Mrs. Davis, split stone for curbing ,35
C. F. George, split stone for curbing .50
\V. E. Drew, 200 feet ston^ for curbing 10.00
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Paid E. Flanders, split stone for curbing $0.30
Mrs. John Hoit, 110 posts 6.60
Hattie D. Cram, 500 feet guard rails 5.00
S. M. Johnson, 1900 feet gnard rails 19.00
B. F. Greer, bridge plank 16.30
J. F. Grafton, for laying 503 yards new con-
crete at Goffstown 251.50
J. F. Grafton, top dressing 791 yards old con-
crete at Goffstown 237.80




Paid B. F. Greer, 15 loads $1.20
E. Emerson, 215 loads @ $.08 17. 20
G. I. Blaisdell, 7 loads @ $.10 . .70
C. Hoit, 46 loads @ $.08 '. . 3.68
Mrs. Louisa Fellows, 220 loads @ $.08 17.60
Miss Farmer, 73 loads @ $.10 7.30
Mr. Blood, 42 loads @ $.10 4.20
Excelsior Fiber Co., 80 loads @ $.08 6.40
W. Watson, 12 loads 1.00
W. H. Poore, 51 loads @ $.10 5.10
E. Little, 50 loads @ $.10 5.00
Henry Colby, 100 loads @ $.10 10.00
Cyrus Hammond, 54 loads @ $.08 4.32
Asa Spaulding, 48 loads @ $.07 3.36
Will Merrill, 65 loads @ $.07 4.55
0. E. Whipple, 108 loads @ $.08. 8.64
D. W. Hoit, 122 loads @ $.08 9.76
E. Johnson, 202 loads @ $.10 20.20
Heirs of David Grant, 135 loads @ $.08. . . 10.80
Albert Greer, 70 loads (clj $.07 4.90
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Paid Dodge & Barnard, 40 loads @ $.08 $3.30
McDoiigall Bros., 56 loads @ $.08 4.48
$153.59
OTIS E. WHIPPLE^S ACCOUNT AS ROAD AGENT.
Paid H. H. Cleveland, labor on roads $3.45
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. AVhipple, rebate 20.00
p]dwin Kidder, labor on roads 3.75
B. F. Hazen, labor on roads 7.00
, 0. E. Whipple, housing road machine 2 years 4.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 50.00
C. G. Barnard, labor on roads 13.75
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads. 100.00
Arthur A. Cushion, labor on roads. . 6.75
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads '. 100.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100 00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. ^Vhipple, labor on roads 100.00
J. G. Eoberts, labor on roads 3.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 90.00
W^illiam S. Whipple, labor on roads 7.50
J. Wesley Eoberts, labor on roads 3.30
Asa Spaulding, 48 loads gravel 5.86
Cr. I. Blaisdell, labor on roads 6.38
Irad Poore, labor on roads 13.20
John L. Whipple, painting iron bridge. . . . 15.20
E. W. Kendrick, labor on roads 40.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
E. J. Morse, labor on roads 4.00
B. F. Harriman, labor on roads 19.05
Tj. it. Colburn, labor on road? 2.35
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Paid B. P. Stiiison, labor on roads $3.90
D. W. Hoit, labor on roads 12.00'
Carr Bros., labor on roads 6.15
J. B. Lncian, labor on roads 62.12
Heirs of David Grant, gravel 8.16
A. J. Phelps, labor on 'roads 31.50
W. H. Whipple, labor on roads 26.65
George Pattee, labor on roads 5.00'
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 40.00
John W. Gould, labor on roads 5.25
0. 'E. Whipple, labor on roads 200.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 200.00
B. F. Harriman, labor on roads 15.00
B. F. Harriman, labor on roads 22.35
W. L. Eemington, labor on roads 4.45
Julius Mutrick, labor on roads 3.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 130.00
Shirley Hill House, labor on roads 20.55
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 50.00
John F. Grafton, concreting 488.80
A. P. Richards, labor on roads 3.00
John F. Grafton, concreting 350. .50
0. E. Whipple, road agent 200 00
Charles Shepard, labor on roads 9.00
W. H. Bartlett, labor on roads 19.95
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 200.00
D. W. Hoit, gravel 16.76
W. I. Royce, labor on roads 28.87
William Tilton, labor on roads 2.25
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 50.00
Warren B. Richards, labor on roads. ....... 1.50
E. C. Emerson, gravel 17.20
Bert G. Tirrell, labor on roads 11.25
A. S. Tirrell, labor on roads 2.17-
30
Paid E, W. Kendrick, labor on roads $35.63
Charles Hoyt, labor on roads 3.68
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 200.00
L. H. Hoyt, care of road to Woodman Place 5.00
L. IST. George, labor on rojds 8.35
W. H. Poore, 51 loads gravel 5.10
H. E. Bartlett, labor on roads 8.35
Mrs. George Fellows, 220 loads gravel.... 17.60
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 200.00
0. E. Whipple, housing road machine 3.00
Eand & Jenks, iron railing and drain pipe. . 84.21
Warren B. Eichards, labor on roads 6.25
B. F. Harriman, labor on roads 28.65
J. H. Bartlett, labor on roads 13.70
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 200.00
0. E. Whipple, labor on roads 100.00
IST. G. Newton, labor on roads 8.00
Charles E. Pollard, labor on roads 6.6^^
E. Gatz, labor on roads 15.00
E. Gatz, labor on roads 13.00
Joseph Nelson, labor on roads 1.95
Walter A. Pierce, labor on roads 13.47
Otis E. Whipple, road agent 100.00
George Pattee, labor on roads 2.50
B. F. Greer, labor and plank 29.80
Carr Bros., labor on roads 7.47
Charles C. Hadley, labor on roads 7.00
$4,989.93
PAID FOE LABOR ON BOADS.
Charles Morgrage, Road Agent, 1903.
.1904.
Feb. 17. Nelson Eichards, labor on roads $0.75
17. George Bell, labor on roads .75
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MiW. 4. G. H. Brown, labor on roads $5.60
4. James Shirley, labor on roads 4.50
4. John Brown, labor on roads 2.25
4. John W. Brown, labor on roads 3.45
5. George E. Ordway, labor on roads. . . . 1.95
2. Charles Morgrage, labor on roads .... 8.90
20. William Morgan, labor on roads 1.05
8. J. E. Ferson, labor on roads 14.45
8. B. P. Stinson, labor on roads 1.80
5. George W. Brown, labor on roads. . . . 7.05
7. J. W. Watson, labor on roads 1.98
5. W. J. Nelson, labor on roads 3.15
18. Walter A. Pierce, labor on roads 16.00
April 7. Berton G. Tirrell, labor on roads 22.00
8. Albert Whittemore, labor on roads. . . , 2.78
14. W. G. Patten, labor on roads 8.00
June 30. John W. Gould, labor on roads 3.97
30. W. J. Jones, labor on roads 1.50
Mar. 1. Carr Bros., labor on roads 2.23
1. B. F. Harriman, labor on roads 8.17
June 30. R. L. Shirley, labor on roads 22.21
July 2. E. L. Shirley, labor on roads 3.00
1. D. W. Stevens, labor on roads 1.80
1. Charles C. Hadley, labor on roads. . . . 3.60
June 28. George W. Brown, labor on roads. . . . 3.75
July 2. William P. Hadley, labor on roads 2.25
Sept. 3. Lyman S. Bartlett, labor on roads. . . . 10.40
1905.
Feb. 15. ^N. F. Alger, labor on roads 19.00
15. Caleb Stowell, labor on roads 1.13
15. E. W. Goodwin, labor on roads 1.30
13. Jesse W. Tirrell, labor on roads 23.25
$213.97
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GEORGE L. Eaton's bill foe seevices as selectman".
1904.
Feb. 16. One day settling with auditors . $2.00
17. One day collecting and arranging re-
port 2.00
18. One day writing and posting warrants • 3.00
23. One day reading proof 2.00
26. One-half day's expense 1.25
Mar. 3 and 4. One and oue-h^ilf days deliver-
ing reports 3.00
7. One-half day at Manchester 1.25
8. One day at town meeting 2.00-
April 1. One day taking inventory 2.00
2. One day taking inventory 2.00
4. One day taking inventory 2.00
5. One day taking inventory 2.00
7. One day taking inventory 2.00
9. One day at town house 2.0O
14. One day at G-rasmere receiving blanks 2.00
15. One day at Goffstown receiving blanks 2.00
16. One day working on books 2.00
18. One day working on books 2.00
19. One day working on books 2.00
20. One day working on books 2.00
21. One day working on books 2.00
22. One day working on books 2.00
23. One day at town house and Manchester 2.00
25. One day at town house 2.00
26. One day at town house 2.00
27. One-half day at town house 1.00
30. One-half day at town house 1.00
May 7. One-half day at town house 1.00
9. One day lettering county bills 2.00
14. i\t town house .75
10. One-half dav at Manchester 1.00
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June 3. One day on water-works $3.00
4. One day on water-works and town
house 3.00
One day at town house and Manchester 2.00
One day at town house 3.00
One-half day at town house with dec-
orator 1.00
One evening .75
One day at town house 3.00
One day with railroad commissioners 3.00
One day at town house 3.00
One day settling county bills , 3.00
One day road hearing and view 3.00
Making report to state board of chari-
ties 1.00
One day at town house 3.00
One day perambulating New Boston
hne 3.00
35. One day perambulating Manchester
line 2.00
38. One day perambulating Bedford line 3.00
Nov. 4. One day perambulating Dunbarton line 2.00
5. One day at town house 2.00
7. One-half day at town house 1.00
8. One day at town election 2.00
Dec. 3. One day at town house 2.00
10. One-half day on town business 1.00
13. One day at Concord to pay state tax. . 2.83
14. One day at town house 2.00
17. One day at town house 2.00
19. Eight hours county aid 1.60
30. County aid .75
36. Looking after sick .75
1905.














Jan. 5. One-half day with counsel at Manches-
ter $1.00
7. One day at town house 3.00
9. One-half day on town business 1.00
38. One day at town house and other busi-
ness 3.00
Feb. 3. One-half day's trip to Manchester to
confer with counsel 1.00
4. One day's trip to Marichester 3.00
4. Two trips to Concord on town business 4.94
4. Looking after county aid .75
6. One day at town house copying inven-
tory 3.00




. 8. One day at town house copying inven-
tory 3.00
9. One day at town house and Manches-
-. • ter 3.00
13. One day at town house 3.00
14. One day at town house 3.00
15. One day at town house. 3.00
$135.63
Cash paid out 8.00
$143.63







One day at March meeting $3.00
One day on inventory blanks 3.00
One-half day at town house 1.00
One day on inventory 3.00
One day on inventory 3.00
One day on inventory 3.00
One day on inventory 3.00
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April 6. One day on inventory $2.00
8. One-fourth day drawing jury .50
One-half day on cemetery 1.00
One day receiving inventory blanks. . 3.00
One day receiving inventory blanks and
cemetery business 3.00
One day copying books 3.00
One day copying books and cemetery
business 3.00
One day copying books 3.00
One day copying books 3.00
One day copying books and cemetery
business 3.00
One day at work on books 3.00
One day at work on books 3.00
One day making precinct tax 3.00
One day copying books 3.00
One day making tax 3.00
One day making tax 3.00
One day copying taxes 3.00
One day copying taxes 3.00
One-half day monthly settlement.... 1.00
One day monthly settlement 3.00
One-half day on layout of Incline rail-
road 1.00
One-half day appointing special police 1.00
One day monthly settlement 3.00
One-half day to see about frescoing. . . 1.00
One-half day getting lumber for stage 1.00
One-half day helping masons 1.00
One day, monthly settlement 3.00
One day appraising land damage 3.00
One day, monthly settlement 3.00
One day at road hearing 3.00
One day, monthly settlement 3.00
































Oct. 22. One day perambulating New Boston
town line $2.00*
25. One day perambulating Manchester
town line 2.00
28. One day perambulating Bedford town
line ' 2.00
jSTov. 4. One day perambulating Dunbarton
town line 2.00
5. One day, monthly settlement 2.00
8. One day at election 2.00
10. One-fourth day on road business.... .50
15. One-half day on road and other busi-
ness 1.00
Dec. 3. One day^ monthly settlement . . 2.00
8. One-half day drawing jury and other
town business 1.00
9. One-half day at Manchester on town
business 1.00
17. One day copying record book 3.00
19. One day copying record book. 3.00
$89.00
WILLIAM P. HADLEY, SERVICES AS THIRD SELECTMAN.
Mar. 12. One day on inventory blanks $3.00
19. One-fourth day drawing jurymen.... .50
26. One-half day at town house 1.00
April 1. One day taking inventory 2.00
2. One day taking inventory 2.00
4. One day taking inventory 2,00
5. One day taking inventory 2.00
6. One flay taking inventory 2.00
8. One-fourth day drawing jurymen.... .50
9. One-half day at town house and at
cemetery 1.00
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One day at Grasmere $3.00
One day at town house 3.00
One day at town house 3.00
One day at town house on books and
cemetery business 3.00
One day working on books 3.00
One day working on books 3.00
One day on books and cemetery busi-
ness 3.00
One day working on books 3.00
One day working on books 3.00
One day working on books 3.00
One day working on taxes 3.00
One day working on taxes 3.00
One day working on taxes 3.00
One day copying taxes 3.00
One day copying taxes 3.00
One-half day, monthly settlement. . . . 1.00
One day, monthly settlement 3.00
One day looking over road and at elec-
tric railroad hearing 3.00
One day, monthly settlement 3.00
Three-fourths day, monthly settlement 1.50
One-half day with commissioners ap-
praising land damage on mountain
railroad 1.00
One day, monthly settlement 3.00
One day at road hearing 3.00
Three-fourths day, monthly settlement 1.50
One day perambulating New Boston
line and posting warrant 3.00
35. One day perambulating Manchester
line 3.00
38. Three-fourths day perambulating Bed-
ford line 1.50



































Three-fourths day, monthly settlement $1.50
One day at election 2.00
One day, monthly settlement . 2.00=
One day at town honse 2.00^
One day regulating juror box and copy-
ing town books 2.00'
One-half day at town house 1.00
Three-fourths day, monthly settlement 2.00
One day copying inventory for town
report .' 2.00
7. One day copyiug inventory for town
report 2.00'
8. One day cop3ang inventory for town
report 2.00
9. One-half day copying inventory for
town report 1.00
13. Three-fourths day settling accounts.'. . 1.50'
14. One day settling accounts 2.00
15. One day settling accoimts 2.00
Paid to John B. Jones as selectman, 1903:
1904.
Feb. 16. One day on town business
,
20. One day at town house
Mar. 4. One day delivering reports
5. Three-fourths day at monthly meeting








Paid to L. H. Hoyt, 1903:
1904.
Feb. 16. Three-fourths day at town house ' $1.50
17. Four hours at town house .80'
20. One-fourth day at town house .50
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Mar. 3. One-half day delivering reports
5. One-fourth day at town house.
TOWN OFFICEES' BILLS.
Paid George W. Colbj^, supervisor
B. F. Greer, supervisor
Ernest Johnson
INDEPENDENT DISTRICT, SCHOOL BOAED.
Paid Mrs. H. H. Smith, service on school board. .
William H. Stinson, service on school board
x4.nnie M. Kendall, service on school board
Mrs. C. S. Parker, service on school board
Charles F. White, service on school board. .
AUDITOES.
Paid B. F. Greer, service as auditor. .
F. A. Parker, service as auditor
H. H. Stark, service as auditor. .
BOARD OE HEALTH.
Paid C. F. George, M. D., service on board of
health
E. B. Swett, M. D., service on board of health

























Paid Frank A. Whipple, Janitor of town house. . $75.00




Paid J. R. Bucklin










Paid E. A. Brown, truant officer and enumeration
Edmn Flanders, truant officer and enumer-
ation
BALLOT CLERKS.
Paid H. E. Poore, ballot clerk
Charles F. White, ballot clerk
Albert Whittemore. ballot clerk
COLLECTOR.






















TOWN DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD.
Paid Florence A. Greer, for services on school board:
iyu-1.
April 1. Oue-lialf day hiring teacher for Ken-
nedy Hill $1.00
11. One-half day visiting ISTo. 1 school. . . 1.00
19. One-half day visiting No. 9 grammar 1.00
t^l. One-half day visiting No. 9 primary.. 1.00
June One-half day visiting No. 4 1.00
One-half day visiting No. 9 grammar 1.00
One-half day visiting No. 9 primary. . 1.00
July 2. One day at town hall making out state
reports, etc 3.00
Sept. 8. One-half day at Grasmere, No. 9 gram-
mar 1.00
13. One-half day at Grasmere, No. 9 pri-
mary 1,00
15. One-half day at No. 4, Kennedy Hill 1.00
Nov. 15. One-half day at No. 9 grammar 1.00
17. One-half day at No. 4, Kennedy Hill 1.00
18. One-half day at No. 9 primary 1.00
Getting supplies for teachers, several
times and delivering same to teach-
ers- of No. 4 and No. 9 3.00
Nov. 30. One-half day visiting No. 9 grammar 1.00
Dec. 6. One-half day visiting No. 9 primary. . 1.00
Jan. One-half day visiting No. 9 grammar 1.00
Feb. One-half day visiting No. 9 primary. . 1.00
14. One-half day making up report 1.00
$33.00
Paid Henry M. Beard for services on school board:
1904.
Mar. 11. Board meeting $1.00























One-half clay examining teachers.
One day yisiting IsTo. 2 and ISFo. 11
One day visiting No. 7 and No. 8
One-half day on school business.
One-half day visiting No. 2 . . . .
One day visiting No. 7 and No.
One-half day visiting No. 11. .
.
One day making out state report
One day visiting No. 2 and No. 11
One-half day visiting ' No. 7 . .
One-half day visiting No. 8. . .
One day visiting No. 7 and No. 8
One day visiting No. 2 and No. 11
One-half day hiring teachers. . . .
One day visiting No. 2 and No. 11
One dav visiting- No. 7 and No. 8
One-half day visiting No. 8 . . . .
One-half day visiting No. 7
One day visiting No. 2 and No. 11
One-half day visiting No. 7 . . .
One da}' making out report. . . .
Writing twenty letters and postage










One-half day at meeting of board,
One day visiting schools .........
One day visiting schools ,
One-half day getting supplies
One-half day visiting schools
One day visiting schools
One day visiting schools. . *.














































One-half day looking up teachers. . . . $1.00
One day visiting schools 2.00
One day visiting schools 3.00
One-half day visiting schools 1.00
One day visiting . schools 2.00
One-half day visiting schools 1.00
One-half day visiting schools 1.00
One-half day visiting schools 1.00
One-half day visiting schools 1.00
One day visiting schools 3.00
One day making annual report 2.00
Writing and postage, 50 letters 3.00
$32.00
EEPOET OF POLICE DEPAETMENT,
FoK Term OoMMBNcrNG June 11, 1904, and Ending
Jantjaby 31, 1905.





Brought before court and fined 8
One complaint for being drunk and one for assault against
one party.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Paid Ginn & Company, school books $39.50
Sylvia M. Sherwin, atlas 5.00
Edward E. Babb & Co., school books 130.64
Thompson, Brown & Co., school books. ... 1.34
* Silver, Burdett e^ Co., school books 21.40
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Paid E. A. Stratton, supplies '$7.'J'5
George F. King & Company, supplies.... 85.70
J. L. Hamnett, supplies 13.65
American Book Co., school books 7.20
Gault & Spaulding, constitution of X. H. . . 3.00
D. C. Heath & Co., school books 9.10
D. Appleton & Co., school books 6.50
Blaisdell & Co., supplies 2.49
George Pattee, express and printing 13.18
/
$346.45
SOLDIEES' AID, JANUARY 1. 1905.
Paid Parker Bros., goods for M. A. Merrill. ..... $121.84
M. A. Stark, M. D., attendance on family of
M. A. Merrill 23.50
C. F. George, M. D., attendance on family of
M. A. Merrill 13.60
M. A. Stark, M. D., attendance on Edward
Bowen -. 1.50
W. \\\ Porritt & Co., goods for Edward
Bo'wen 17.28
C. G. Barnard, wood for Edward Bowen. . . 3.75
E. H. Webster, care of Edward Bowen .... 6.00
C. F. George, M. D., attendance on Edward
Bowen 23.35
Union Market, wood for Edward Bowen. . . 5.00
Cram, Gushing, and Webster, care of Edward
Bowen 78.75
Prank Blaisdell, M. D., attendance on Seth
Hayford 13.00
L. H. Hoyt, preparing grave for Seth Hay-
ford 2.00
B. F. Greer, wood for A. P. Boardman. . . . 5.00
W. W. Porritt & Co., groceries for A. P.
Boardman 5.00
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Paid Parker Bros., shoes for Blanchette and Hall
girls $2.50
Joseph Caraway, board of Wesley Wynian. . 60.00
Parker Bros., shoes and rubbers 3.69
William H. Stinson, clothes for Clement boy 1.00




Paid Parker Bros., shoes, rubbers, etc., for Hebert
children , . . . $3.75
COUNTY AID TO JANUARY 1, 1905.
Paid J. B. Caraway, goods for Joe Hall $1.48
Ernest Johnson, rent for Joe Hall 12.00
W. W. Porritt & Co., goods for Joe Hall 8.0-t
W. M. Hammond, goods for Ann Foster. . 60.45
E. B. Swett, M. D., attendance on Ann Fos-
ter 29.25
B. F. Greer, wood for Ann Foster 16.00
A. G. Poore, sawing wood for Ann Foster 2.00
J. W. Roberts, sawing wood for Ann Foster 2.00
Parker Brothers, goods furnished S. Filli-
brown 5.78
L. H. Hoyt, burial expenses of S. Filli-
brown 2.50
M. A. Stark, M. D., attendance on family of
Joe Bellmore 8.25
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Paid Estella H. Hoyt rent for Joe Bellmore $28.75
C. F. George, M. D., attendance on Mrs. Joe
Bellmore 25.75
M. A. Stark, M. D., attendance on Charles
Gagnon 16.00
W. P. Page, wood for iVnn Foster 2.50
$220.75
E. A. Blaisdell, recording ,7 birth? and 48
deaths at county farm 8.10
C. A. Weaver, M. D., returning 7 births and




Feb. 22. Clement Sawyer, use of watering tub, 2
years $6.00
Feb. 27. Blaisdell & Co., stationery. . .93
5. J. C. Mclntire, splitting wood .45
April 25. Temple & Farrington, collector's book 1.54
Mar. 7. H. J. Lawson, mending fire extin-
guisher .50
April 9. E. A. Blaisdell, insurance 30.00
April 1. W. F. Wheeler, snow plow 55.00
July 26. Kendall, Hadley & Co., sawdust stands 5.00
May 11. D. W. Hoit, land for cemetery 300.00
June 4. Charles Morgrage, Memorial Day
money 60.00
April 7. Carr Bros., 2 cords wood 9.00
July 6. Leonard Eobertson, use of watering tub
1903 and 1904 6.00
6. Louisa Cleveland, use of watering tub,
1903 3.00
1. Otis Sumner, precinct water bill 25.00
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July 1. H. E. Poore, police badges $3.25
June 21. J. AVesley Eoberts, labor on water-
works 1.80
July 14. Head & Dowst Co., spruce plank 64.55
Aug. 10. Cyrus Whittemore, repairs on town
house 54.31
10. Eobert Gordon, decorating town house 15.43
Sept. 2. W. H. Colby, for cleaning town house. . 33.10
3. Poore & Colby, painting and stock for
town house 54.75
3. W. W. Porritt & Co., broom, oil, soap,
etc 3.70
Greorge M. Story, lumber for table. . . . 7.43
C. C. Moore, framing notices 1.30
W. H. Sulhvan, frescoing town hall. . . 375.00
Frank E. Paige, printing 8.10
E. A. Blaisdell, insurance 30.00
E. A. Blaisdell, insurance 40.00
Charles L. Davis, labor at town house 13.50
George L. Eaton, stock and teaming
for town house 3.70
J. B. Clarke Co., printing checklists 10.00
J. B. Clarke Co., printing town reports 83.00
Union Market, carting sawdust and
sawing wood 7.48
Sept. 3. Ernest Johnson, treasurer. Old Home
day money 100.00
Dec. 1. George W. Colby, copying checklists. . 1.16
17. George W. Colby, insurance 40.00
19. Lewis F. Whipple, labor at town house 1.80
Aug. 13. John W. Hoit estate, lumber 17.15
1905.
Jan. 1. 0. F. Sumner, water bill 35.00
7. Union Market, sawing wood 4.13














Jan. 2. Rand & Jenks, labor and material ... . $54.01
6. W. W. Porritt & Co., goods for town
house '. 1.10
17. J. C. Mclntire, housing wood 1.25
18. Excelsior Fibre Co., use of watering tub 3.00
28. E. Flanders, costs in Hebert case .... 5.86
Feb. 1. C. G. Barnard, coal and team 45.93
4. M. A. Stark, M. D., reporting 6 berths 1.50'
4. E. P. Morgan, winding town clock and
oil and care of same 22.65
1. "William U. Carleton, repairs at town
house 7.08
11. George L. Eaton, wood for Grasmere
hall 10.68
13. W. H. Colby, cash paid out 7.32
13. E. A. Blaisdell, notifying 11 jurors,
stamps 9.55'
13. E. A. Blaisdell, recording 13 marriages,
23 births, 29 deaths, and 29 burial
permits and obtaining narires of 18
children 18.50'
Feb. 13. John H. Brown, repairs on door .25
13. Granville Williams, labor on water-
works 2.75-
14. Eand & Jenks, labor on bell deck. . . . 1.47
14. George W. Colby, insurance 30.00
1. C. E. Pollard, use of watering tub,
1904 3.00
15. 0. F. Sumner, supplies for board of
health 2.88
15. J. Wesley Eoberts, sawing wood 2.00
15. J. F. Martin, 6 cords wood 30.00
13. Caleb Stowell, use of watering tub,
1904 3.00
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Feb. 15. A. G. Poore^ labor in Grasmere ceme-
tery $7.78-
15. Frank W. Kendall, treasurer, money to
balance cemetery account 40.00
15. George P. Hadley, attending hearing
and other work 3.50'




Paid Manchester Traction Light and Power Co.,
lights at town hall $177.90'
Manchester Traction, Light and Power Co.,
lights at Grasmere hall 44.55
DIVISION OF SCHOOL MONEY.
INDEPEOSTDEI^T DISTRICT.
Amount raised by law $1,835.55-




Balance due February 15, 1904 1,502.31
$4,933.07
Paid C. F. White, treasurer 3,602.00
Balance due independent district 1,331.07
$4,933.07
TOWN DISTRICT.
Amount raised by law \ . $2,160.40






Balance due February 15, 1904 467.54
$3,485.88




Repairing old and buying new apparatus $250.00
To pay firemen 200.00
Lighting streets 750.00
$1,200.00
Paid A. M. Jenks, treasurer $775.00
Balance due ' 425.00
$1,200.00
ROGERS FREE LIBRARY.
Amount raised by law $199.80 #
Extra money raised 100.00
$299.80
Paid Henry F. Martin, treasurer $299.80
SHEEP KILLED BY DOGS.
Paid C. F. Hoyt, sheep killed by dogs $4.00
STATE AND COUNTY TAXES.
Paid Solon A. Carter, state tax $1,998.00
Frank C. Livingston, county tax 3,631.29
61
NOTES AND INTEEEST PAID.
Paid Eliza J. Brown, interest on note $50.00
L. Abbie Warren, interest on note 25.00
Julia A. Warren, interest on note 10,00
Sarah Flanders, interest on note 50.00
Hattie A. Gove, interest on note 15.00
Mary A. Flanders, interest on note 35.00
$185.00
NOTES AND INTEREST DUE FEBRUARY 15, 1905.
Eliza J. Brown, note and interest $1,018.75
Sarah Flanders, note and interest 1,018.75
Mary A. Flanders, note and interest 713.12
L. Abby Warren, note and interest 508.54
Julia A. Warren, note and interest 203.33
Hattie A. Gove, note and interest 305.62
,768.11
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
C. 0. Parker, 1903 tax $1.51
Gerry Morgan 1.25
Paid for Leroy Bachelder's 1903 tax 9.84
James Cullinane, left town 1.31
Raphael Pfisterer, left town 1.31
Alto Fuerbass, left town '. . .
.
1.31
Tirrell & Son, over tax 1.92
George Walker, not a resident 1.31
George Russell, over 70, 1903 tax 1.51
Nelson Richards, unable to pay 2.56
Fred Richardson, left town 1.51
Paid for Leroy Bachelder's tax, 1904 7.85
Charles Norman, left town 1.31
A. M. and H. M. Campbell, paid in Hopkinton. . 7.72
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Warren Marshall, over tax ~ $0.68
John Burgess, left town 1.71
Peter Dionne, left town. l.'^l
Nelson Desonia, left town 1.71
George Foote, left town 1.71
John" Gravel, left town 1.71
Thomas Largie, not 21 1.71
W. E. Lafond, paid in Weare 1.71
Charles Tappell, left town 1.71
Charles AVong, left town ' 1.71
John Truman, left town 1.31
C. 0. Parker, not a resident 1.31
L. E. Richards, paid in Manchester 1.31
Joe Bloman, left town 1.45
Walter L. Gage, paid in Manchester 1.71
Fred E. Stinson, left town 1.71
Charles Jansen, left town 1.71
Joe Hall, unable to pay 1.71
George Hamlin, left town 1.71
Frank Lafrance, left town 1.71
William H. Pierce, left town 1.71
Amos C. Russell, left town 1.31




Highways, 0. E. Whipple, agent 4,989.93
Highways, C. Morgrage, agent, 1903 213.97




Rogers Free Library 299.80
Sheep killed by dogs 4.00
53
lliscellaneous bills $1,744.06





School board, independent district 38.65
School board, town district 90.00
Treasurer 48.00





Discount on taxes 450.00















Stock in public funds 13,000.00
Stock in banks and other corporations 10,574.00
Honey on hand, at interest, or on deposit 36,454.00
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Value of stock in trade $43,600.00
Value of mills and machinery 43,860.00
$1,215,713.00
Valuation of town district $657,278.00
Valuation of District No. 1 558,434.00
Valuation of precinct 488,840.00
TAXES RAISED.
State, county, school, and highway $14,700.70
Extra school money. Independent district. . .
.
1,350.00








Eeceived from former treasurer $2^677.39
town hall 295.50
Grasmere hall 80.25
G. E. Andrews, license for pool-
room 18.33
state license commission 23.23
Henry H. Wentworth 1.95
police court fines 9.00
George Pattee, old school books
sold 5.62
county support of children 70.19




savings bank tax 4,304.68
literary fund 203.50
Edwin Flanders, collector for 1903 160.00
Edwin Flanders, collector for
1903, interest on taxes 28.77
Edwin Flanders, collector for 1904 17,749.72
Edwin Flanders, collector for
1904, interest and extra taxes. . 27.87





By paid county tax $3,631.39
state tax 1,998.00
orders paid 17,391.13






Notes and interest due $3,768.11
Due No. 1 school district 1,331.07
Due town school district 680.64
Due precinct 485.00
Outstanding bills due 190.00
$6,394.82
Ce.
Amount in treasurers hands $4,003.93
Due E. Flanders, collector for 1904. . 190.00
Due Heniy Moore, collector for 1898,
1899, 1900 307.00
Due county . . ; 179.13
Due rent of Grasmere hall 67.35
$4,646.30
Total debt of town, 1905 $1,748.52
Total debt of town,' 1904 3,773.49
Decrease of debt $1,023.97
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We certify that we have examined the foregoing accounts of
"the selectmen and treasurer of the town of Goffstown, and





<xOFFSTOWN, Februarv 16. 1905.
EEPOET OF THE BOAED OF HEALTH.
The past year has been one of nnusual freedom from con-
tagious diseases. What few have appeared have been seem-
ingly sporadic in their nature. In this respect the town has
been very fortunate. The usual advice and caution relative to
drinking water and sink drains is always in order.
Complaint was made some time in March, 1904, that the
body of a dead horse had been placed in the bog brook, near
the bridge by Paige's field. A meeting of the board was
called and steps taken to obtain information relative to the
matter. Meanwhile the offending portions of the body were
removed and the nuisance seemingly abated. No further
action hj the board was taken.
The m'atter of exposing the bodies of dead animals is one
that the laws of the state are strict on, and the penalty quite
heavy. People should be very careful about disposing of
dead animals. The only proper method of such disposal is to
bury.
E. B. SWETT, M. D., President.
C. F. GEORGE, M. D., Secretary.
M. A. STARK, M. D.
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EEPOET OF THE TEUSTEES OF THE EOGEES
FEEE LIBEAEY.
It was thought best to give our citizens better access to our
books, and to accommodate more if possible, and the past
year the library has been opened on Wednesday evenings from
seven to nine o'clock, in addition to Saturday afternoon from
three to eight o'clock, and the patrons have apparently appre-
ciated it. For several years past the trustees have called your
attention to the matter of increasing the floor space of the
library, and each addition of books makes it more imperative
that some favorable action be taken, as it is already very in-
convenient for the librarian to perform her duties in such
cramped quarters. The trustees especially desire to receive
by gift or purchase the histories of the different towns in the
state, and parties knowing where these histories are to be
found will confer a great favor by notifying us. The history
of Bedford is a valued addition this year.
HENRY F. MARTIN.
EDWIN A. BLAISiDELL.




Cash on hand $21.34
Received from town treasurer 299.80




Paid Xovember 19, 1904, for books. . . $150.00
January 18, 1905, for books 35.30
February 11, 1905, for books 53.21





I.IST OF BOOKS PUECHASED FOE EOG-EES FEEE
PUBLIC LIBEAEY DITEING THE YEAE.
Acle, George. Breaking into Society. 3193
Alden, Mrs. G. E. (Pansy). Mara. 3147
Atherton, Gertrude. Eulers of Kings. 3309
Bacheller, Ir^'ing. Yergilius, a Tale of the Coming of
Christ. 3197
Barbour, Ealph Henry. Arrival of Jimpson. 3351
Barbour, Ealph Henry. Book of School and College
Sports. 3337
Barbour, Ealph Henry. On Yonr Mark. 3352
3ames, James. The Giant of Three Wars (Gen. Win-
field Scott). 3338
Barnes, James. With the Flag in the Channel (Capt.
Gustavius Conyingham). 3339
Barr, Amelia Edith. The Belle of Bowling Green. 3310
Barr, Amelia Edith. The Black Shilling. 3148
Barr, Eobert. The Woman Wins. 3196
Barrett, Wilson. The Never, Never Land. 3311
Beach, David IST. The Annie Laurie Mine. 3198
Bedford, N. H., History of. 1737
Committee of Publication. 3383
Bell, J. J. Jess and Company.
.
3199
Betts, Lilian W. The Leaven in a Great City. 3360
Eeresford, iiOrd Charles. The Break-np of China. 3261
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Brady, C3^rus Townshend. A Little Traitor to the
South. 3200
Brady, Cyrus Townshend. The Records. 3312
Brown, Alice. By Oak and Thorn. . 3201
Burroughs, John, Far and Near. 3306
Oaine, Hall. The Prodigal Son. 3314
Gary, Rosa jSTouchette. At the Moorings. 3315




Carson, William Henry. Hester Blair. 320.4
Carson, William Henry. Tito.
,
3205
Churchill, Winston. The Crossing. 3206
Colquhoun, Archibald E. The Mastery of the Pacific. 3263
Connolly, James B. The Seiners. 3207
Connor, Ralph. The Prospector. 3316
Cook, William Wallace. Wilby^s Dan. 3353
Crawford, Francis Marion. Whosoever Shall Offend. 3317
Crockett, S. R. The Loves of Miss Anne. 3318
Crockett, S. R. Strong Mac. 3208
Curtis, Capt. Charles A. Captured by the Navajos. 3240
Cutting, Mary Stewart. The Heart of Lynn. 3319
D'ascom, Josephine Dodge. Whom the Gods Destroyed
. and Other Stories. 3150
Deland, Ellen Douglass. Josephine. 3209
Deland, Margaret. Old Chester Tales. 3320
Dillon, Mary. The Rose of Old St. Louis. - 3155
Dixon, Thomas, Jr. The Clansman. 3321
Douglass, Amanda Mary. Honor Sherburne, sequel to ^
A Sherburne Quest. 3324^
Douglass, Amanda Mary. Helen Grant's Friends, se-
quel to Helen Grant's School Days. 3323
Drysdale, William. Helps to Ambitious Boys. 3266
Duncan, Norman. Doctor Luke of the Labrador. 3322
Dudley, Albertus T. Making the Nine. 3354
Dwight, Henry Otis. Constantinople and Its Problems. 3265
Eggleston, George Cary. Evelyn Byrd. 3210
62
Farrar, Frederick. St. Winnifred's, or the World of
School. 3152
Fassett, James H. Colonial Life in New Hampshire. 3268
Femald, James C. English Synonyms, Autonyms, and
Prepositions. 3267
Fowler, Ellen Thorneycroft, and Felkin, A. L. Kate of
Kate Hall. 3325
Eraser, W. A. Brave Heart, A collection of Race-
Horse Stories. 3211
French, Allen. The Colonials' 3153
Gardenhire, Samuel M. Lux Crucis, a Tale of the
Great Apostle. 3154




Glasgow, Ellen. The Deliverance. 3326
Green, Sarah Pratt McLean. Deacon Lysander. 3327
Goodwin, Maud Wilder. Four Eoads to Paradise. 3155
Hall, Eiith. The Boys of Scrooby. 3241
Harben, AVill N. The Georgians. 3212
Harris, Joel C. The Chronicles of Aunt Minerva Ann. 3156
Harris, Joel C. A Little Union Scout. 3157
Hawkins, A. H. (Anthony Hope.) Double Harness. 3313
Henty, George Alfred. By Conduct and Courage. 3355
Hewlett, Maurice. The Queen's Quair. 3158
Holmes, Mary J. Eena's Experiment. 3213
Homans, James E. Self-Propelled Vehicles. 3269
Hornaday, William T. American Natural History. 3284
Howard, Benjamin. Prisoners of Russia. 3270
Hume, Fergus. The Yellow Holly. 3214
Hyne, C. J. C. Thompson's Progress. 3159
Lnperator et Rex (William II of Germany), author of
Martyrdom of an Empress. 3250
Isham, Frederic S. Under the Rose. 3160
Jackson, Gabrille E. The Three Graces at College, se-
quel to The Three Graces. 3328
Jackson, Helen Hunt. California and the Missions. 3271
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Jacobs, W.W. Dialstone Lane. 3330
Jacobs, W. W. Odd Craft (stories). 3161
Jerome, Jerome Klapla. Tommy & Co. 3331
Johnston, Mary. Sir Mortimer. 3163
Jones, Alice. Bnbbles We Buy. 3163
Jordan, Elizabeth. May Iverson—Her Book. 3332
Keays, H. A. M. He That Eateth Bread With Me. 3164
"King, Basil. Steps of Honor. 3329
Kingsley, Florence Morse. The Singular Miss Smith. 3165
Kirk, Ell^n Olney. The Apology of Ayliffe. 3215
Lane, Elinor Macartney. Nancy Stair. 3333
Lighton, William E. The Ultimate Moment. 3216
Lippan, Julie P. Every-Day Girls. 3334
LeConte, Joseph, Autobiography of. 3264
Lloyd, Nelson. The Soldier of the Valley. 3335
London, Jack. The People of the Abyss. 3217
London, Jack. The Sea-Wolf. 3358
Lorrimer, George H. More Letters from a Self-Made
Merchant. 3218
Lyon, Mrs. Lore. Prudence Pratt. 3219
Mabie, Hamilton Wright. In Arcady. 3272
McCarthy, Justin. The Proud Prince. 3166
McCutcheon, George Barr. Beverly of Graustark,
sequel to Graustark. 3167
MacGrath, Harold. The Man on the Box. • 3336
Mackay, Minnie (Marie Corelli). God's Good Man. 3149
Maeterlinck, Maurice. The Double Garden. 3221
Marriott, Charles. Genevra. 3337
Martin, Helen R. Tillie, a Mennonite Maid. 3168
Mason, A. E. W. The Truants.
Masterpieces and History of Literature. Julian Haw-
thorne, John Porter Lamberton, John Russell
Young, Ohver H. G. Leigh, editors. 10 Vols. 3285-3294
Merwin, Samuel, and Webster, H. K. Calumet "K". 3347
Michelson, Miriam. In the Bishop's Carriage. 3339 -*
Michelson, Miriam. The Madigans. 3340
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Mitchell, S. Weir. Far in the Forest. 3225
Morgan, George. The Issue. 3341
Monroe, Kirk. The Bine Dragon.
.
3356
Murphy, Edgar Gardiner. The Present South. 3273
N"oble, Edmund. Eussia and the Russians. 3274
Parker, Frances. Hope Hathaway. 3342
Parker, Frances. Marjie of the Lower Ranch. 3226
Parker, Gilbert. An Adventurer of the North. 3227
Parker, Gilbert. A Ladder of Swords. 3169
Payne, Philip. The .Mills of Man. 3228-
Pemberton, Max. A Daughter of the States. 3229
People of the Whirlpool. 3194
PhiUips, David Graham. The Cost. 3231
Pier, Arthur Stanwood. The Boys of St. Timothys. 3242
Potter, Margaret Horton.' The Flame Gatherers. 3232
Ray, Anne Chapin. By the Good Sainte Anne. 3343
Ria}'-, Anna Chapin. I^athalie's Sister; sequel to Natha-
he^s Chum. 3170
Raymond, Mrs. Evelyn. The Honor Girl. 3344
Reed, Myrtle. Lavender and Old Lace.
'
3171
Reed, Myrtle. The Master's Violin. 3172
Reed, Myrtle. The Spinster Book. 3348
Rideing, William H. How Tj^son Came Home. 3233
Riis, Jacob A. Children of the Tenements. 3275
Roberts, Charles G. D. The Watchers of the Trails. 3243
Roosevelt, Theodore. The Strenuous Life. 3308
Sanborn, Frank B. New Hampshire (American Com-
monwealths). 3252
Schwartz, J. Van de (Maartens, Maarten). Dorothea,
A Tale of the Pure in Heart. 3220
Severy, Melvin L. The DarroAv Enigma. 3234
.Shackleton, Robert. The Great Adventurer. 3235
Shute, Henry A. "Sequil," or Things Whitch Ain't
Finished in the First. 3193
Silberrad, U. A. Petronilla Heroven. 3236
Spearman, Frank H. Doctor Brysou. 3173:-
65
Spofford, Harriet Prescott. Hester Stanley's Friends,
seqnel to Hester Stanley at St. Mark's. 3174
Spofford, Harriet Prescott. That Betty. 3175
Springer, Eebecca Enter. Intra Mnros. 3280
Stephens, Eobert Keilson. The Mystery of Murray
Davenport. 3176
Stockton, Frank E. Personally Conducted. 3177
Scott, H. S. (Merriman, Henry Seton.) The Last Hope. 3223
Scott, H. S. (Merriman, Henry Seton.) Tomaso's For-
tune and Other Stories. 3224
Tennyson, Lord Alfred. A memoir by His Son. Two
Tolumes. 3281-2
Thaxter, Mrs. Celia (Laightou). Letters. Edited by
A. F. and E. L. 3276
Thompson, Ernest Seton. Krag and Johnny Bear. 3244
Thompson, Ernest Seton. Monarch, the Big Bear of
Tallac. 3357
Thurston, Katherine Cecil. The Masquerader. 3345
Thurston, I. T. The Bishop's Shadow. 3245
Tomlinson, Everett T. The Winner. 3246
Torrey, Bradford. Nature's Invitation (New Hamp-
shire, Florida, Texas, and Arizona). 3307
Trowbridge, John Townshend. My Own Story. 3277
Taggart, Marion Ames. The Little Grey House. 3178
Van Vorst, Marie, and Mrs. J. Van Vorst. The Woman
Who Toils. 3278
Waller, M. E. A Daughter of the Eich. 3179
Waller, M. E. The Woodcarver of 'Lympus. 3180




Warner, Anne. West Point Colors. 3181
Warner, Anne. A Woman's Will. 3190
Wasson, G-eorge S. Cap'n Simeon's Store. 3182
Ward, Mrs. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. Trixy. 3230
Wells, Carolyn, and Taber, Henry Persons. The Gor-
don Elopement. 3191
66
West, Kenyon. Cliveden. 3183
White, Eliza Orne. Leslie Chilton. " 3184
White, Stewart Edward. The Blazed Trail. 3247
White, Stewart Edward. The Forest. 3248
White, Stewart Edward. The Silent Places. 3249
Whiteing. Eiehard. lHo. 5 John St. 3185
Whitlock. Brand. The Happy Average. 3349
Whitson, John H. The EainlDow Chasers. 3186




Wiggin, Mrs. Kate Douglass, Mary and Jane Findlater,
Allan McCauley. The Affair at the Inn. 3350
Williams, Francis Chnrchill. J. Devlin—Boss. 3187
Wilson, Harry Leon. The Lions of the Lord. 3188
Winslow, Helen M. Concerning Polly. 3189
Woman Errant, The. 3195
World's History and Its Makers:











'.. American Statesmen. 3302
Literature of the XIX Century. 3303*











BOOKS PtECEIYED BY GIFT DUKIXG TEEE YEAE.
Bridge, James Howard. History of the Carnegie Steel
Company. 3262
ISToyes, Harriett Eliza. Memorial History of Hamp-
"
stead, X. H. Yol. 11. 3305




Vol. III. Supplement. 1904.
The Library Bulletins as issued.
LIBEAEIAX-S EEPOET.
Number of books catalogued 3,151
Added during the year 207
Number of books taken during the year 7,869
Eeceived from fines, sale of catalogues and cards $14.99
Expended for card slips $2.00
Book replaced 1.00
Incidentals .85





KEPORTOF THE TRUSTEES OF CEMETERIES.
Another recurring year we are called to make report of our
doings and the condition of the last resting place of our
departed friends.
The yards have in general been kept in good shape, quite
a number of additional improvements in private lots as well
as public. In accordance with the vote passed in March,
1904, relative to the purchase of land for an addition to the-
yard at the west village, we have purchased of Daniel W. Hoit
a lot of land west of the present yard, which land will be
sufficient for many years.
The ladies of the Goffstown Unity Club moved in an im-
provement in the yard at the village, and donated the sum of
one hundred dollars, which they expended under a committee
composed of Mrs. Mary A. Parker, Mrs. Mary F. Sumner, and
Miss Annie Kendall. The committee employed Mr. Charles
Eowell of West Manchester, who graded several of the drive-
ways and walks, also returfed the tomb and made considerable
improvement in other ways in the yard, all of which was
greatly appreciated by the citizens.
We purchased of the Walworth Manufacturing Company of
Boston an improved iron frame, upon which to set the boxes
containing the caskets for the tomb at the village, but the
same did not arrive until after the tomb began to be used in
the fall and we deferred setting up the same until spring.
We desire to extend our thanks to the citizens of the town,
and especially to the ladies, for the interest taken in the gen-
68
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REPORT OF TREASURER OF CEMETERIES.
To the Trustees of Cemeteries:
Gentlemen:—I herewitli submit to you the report of cem-
•eteries for the year ending February 16, 1905.
Dr.
-Received from former treasurer $12.38
sale of lots 64.00
transfer of lot 1.00
town treasurer 40.00
sale of keys .90
hay at Grasmere 4.00
interest on perpetual care fund . . 70.00
$192.28
Cr.
By paid L. H. Hoyt $0.75
C. A. Rowell, mowing cemetery 26.25
C. A. Rowell, work on perpetual care lots 70.00
B. F. Greer, work, Grasmere cemeter}^. . 6.70
Walworth Manufacturing Company. . . . 30.11
George P. Hadley 39.71
Frank A. Stark, lot 4.00
making thirteen deeds 6.50
for keys .30
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EEPOET OF THE BOAED OF EDUCATION.
SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTEICT, NO. 1.
Citizens of the Special District: '
Another cycle of time has gone its way, and the record of
the schools in the Special District for the year ending Jan-
uary 1, 1905, is closed.
If the time has been well improved it will be a truly pleas-
ant review that the pupil will call up in review before him.
It is little, indeed, the board of education can do, no mat-
ter how zealous they ma}^ be, if the pupil has no ambition or
apparent 'care for an education, and blindly plods along the
school journey. Kow and then a bright intellect becomes
conscious of and fully aroused to the opportunities and possi-
bilities our system of learning places within its grasp, for
the school is truly the "open door" to all that is best in life,
most emphatically now as well as afterward.
We can well afford to delve and study for a time, and burn
the midnight oil if need be, in laying a firm foundation, last-
ing and secin^e, for future calls, that will prepare and
strengthen us for the demands of life which all must cer-
tainly face sooner or later; a training, if you please, wliich
comes from honest, application to our books and tasks, and
which will certainly lu'ing its well-earned reward in the after
stress of life, wherever we may be.
Our corps of teachers has changed but little from a year
ago. Mr. Walter B. Pierce is completing his third year as
principal of tlie' high school, and Miss Amanda I. Symonds
of Salem, Mass., succeeds Miss Hope G. Robinson, who de-
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clined re-election, as the assistant. Miss Nina L. Kendall
continnes in charge of the intermediate room, and Miss Laura
M. Blood in the grammar department, while Miss Mary A.
"Warren, who for thirteen years had the first primary room
nnder her control, was promoted to the second primary, suc-
ceeding; Miss Helen B. Carr, and Miss Ina E. Tnttle of Man-
chester was chosen as teacher of the first primary.
The very satisfactory experiment of last winter to raise the
standard of the primary department for more thorough fitting
of the pupils on entering the intermediate room, while seem-
ing to meet a plain and urgent want, was abandoned by the
board, and they determined to add a second assistant in the
high school to take up neglected studies, which necessitated
providing another recitation room, and which was ol^tained by
partitioning oif a section of the high school room, that could
well be spared, thus furnishing a well-lighted, convenient
room, and Miss Edith M. Seeton was installed as the second
assistant.
Mrs. Fred H. Poore was chosen teacher of music at the open-
ing of the school year, and brings to this important feature
of school work superior ability and the spirit of enthusiasm
so essential in its teaching. The salaries of the regular teach-
ers have been equalized, each teacher aside from the principal
now receiving equal pay.
We congratulate the district on the retention of the trusted
services of Mr. E. A. Brown as janitor.
The schools have been in session thirty-six weeks, and the
enrollment gives our total number of school age children as
199, the division being 106 boys and 93 girls, a gain of 19
over 1904.
The school building has been thoroughly painted outside,
and the tinting of the walls and whitening of the ceilings in
class rooms and hallways, commenced last year, has l^een com-
pleted. Outside stairs have been placed as fire-escapes for
grammar and liigh school rooms, supplemented by three lad-
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ders that are hung on different sides of the building, ready
for immediate use should such unwelcome emergencies arise.
The AVard readers have been placed in the second primary
and intermediate rooms, continuing tlie plan of those in the
first primary, which have excellent advantages.
The "Medial" series of writing books, published by G-inn &
Company, Boston, introduced in conjunction with the Town
Schools last year, give very general satisfaction.
Good penmanship is an essential accomplishment, and this
system we believe to be built on right principles 'and is the
best develojDment of that important art.
Copies of a hand-book of the New Hampshire Constitu-
tion have been placed for use in the grammar and high schools
as required by law.
Through the enterprise of the teachers, a fund was raised
for investment in reference and helpful books, also a neat
bookcase provided. We thank them for their interest.
Memorial Day was fittingly observed, while the Washington,
Lincoln, and other worthy anniversaries have been patrioti-
call}^ recognized.
We are indebted to Senator Burnham for his valued address
to the graduating class, also for an accurate and useful map of
the United States for the high school room.
We all rejoiced in the success of united efforts resulting in
sending Miss Nina L. Kendall, through Tlie P'nion canvass,
to the St. Louis World's Fair as the most popular teacher in
the state.
To the thoughtful parents and friends who have given en-
couragement to pupil and teacher by occasional visits to the
schoolroom, we express our thanks, and wish the custom
might be more generally followed, for truly it pays in better
service and helpful incentive.
The work of our public schools is a grand one, for in their
broad mission is bound up the welfare and. substantial prog-
ress of state and nation. Gr'ood citizenship is Avhat all hope for
from tliese Itoys and girls as they pass on and out into the
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hw&j, hustling arena of life. N"ow is our time and opportunity
to aid in forming character, a worthy and lasting purpose, and
to which cause we should dedicate our best endeavors in car-
rying forward the nohle work of our public schools
Very respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM H. STINSON.
MRS. BESSIE B. PARKE'E,
FEAOTv BLAISDELL, M. D.,
CHARLES F. A^^eITE,
ANRIE M. KERDALL,
MRS. H. H. SMITH,
Board of Education, Special District.
The annual meeting of the Special District will be held at
the town house Saturday, March 4, 1905, at 7.30 o'clock in
the afternoon.
ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Peirfeot Attendance,—Three terms: C. Ray Brown, WiU
F. Parker.
Two terms: Ruth H. Bartlett, Mabel P. Bartlett, Harold Gil-
more, Florence Luscombe, John S. Parker, George Perley.
One term: Will Grant, Carl Pattee, Chester W. Flanders,
Calvin L. Jenks, JSTathan H. Luscombe, Clarabelle Mudge,,
Herman L. Philbrick, William C. Stinson, Frank A. Aiken.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Tivo terms: Ramona M. Beats, Frank A. Aiken, Robert P.
Boyce, Elmer C. Dow, Johnson W. Harrington, John D. Mar-
den, Etta M. Richards.
One term: Archie C. Bean, Calvin L. Jenks, Arthur 0.
McCartney, Howard R. McCartney, Herman C. Philbrick,
Harry Blanchette, George S. Brown, Marion S. Carlton, Mabel
L. Corliss, Susie Annis, Bernice Buxton, Corinne M. Brooks,.
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Winnefred Carlton. Mary Clement, Alice Caraway, Bud Gush-
ing, Lottie Cram, Dorothy S. Kendall, Mae Miller, Clara Par-
ker, Laura A. Paige, Cora Bichardson, Grace I. Stinson, Elsie
Brown.
INTBEMEDIATE SCHOOL.
Three, terms: Piuth E. McQuestiou.
Two terms: Frank C. Buxton, Perley H. Buxton, Ray C.
Jones, Mae L. Miller, Grace I. Stinson, Dorothy S. Kendall,
Elsie M. Brown, Lewis E. Holden, Charles 0. Duke, Celia H.
Bartlett, Leslie N. Eichards, Dorothy M. Mills, Wardner R.
Pattee, Albert E. Eichards.
One term: Paul E. Wildey, Corinne M. Brooks, Clara L.
Parker, Alma B. Whipple, Frank C. Buxton, Adolphus C.
Caraway, Bay C. Jones, Verna A. Barnard, Bernice E. Cara-
way, Garrie C. Grouse, Ariel L. Hanibleton, Mildred Mar-
shall, Mary S. Parker, Marguerite Poore, Zipporah Selig, Dor-




Two terms: Sidnay E. Bean, Levi A. Moore, Elsie W. Basha,
Mabel S. Eichards, Lew E. Merrill, Nellie Grouse, Alice J.
McCartney, EA^a M. Perkins.
One term: Lorenzo Bean, Percy S. Carlton, Harlon F. Dow,
Clark B. Jones, Earl F. Moore, Charles P. Paige, Mahlon Eich-
ards, Bernice F. Buttriek, Helen B. Caraway, Verlina Hall,
Bachel H. Johnson, Margaret H. Mchols, Dorothy M. Stin-
son, Ethel M. Worden, Alice E. Worden, Alden S. Carlton,
George Dodge, Edmond Martin, Newell Moore, Lester Mudge,
Mary Ella Bartlett, Mary Dodge, Lottie B. Foote, Maude
Lothrope, Marion Parker,
SEOOND PRIMAEY.
Three terms: Paul C. Eichards, Cecil E. Stinson, Merrill G.
Sumner.'
Ttco terms: Zipporali Selig, Mildred E. Marshall.
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One term : Clinton H. Wilson, Lewis J. Baslia, Willie H.
Brown. Wesley Wj-man, Ladora Buttrick, Sherman A. Bart-
lett, Sidney E. Bean, Eobert M. Blaisdell, Percy S. Oarlton,
Harlon F. Dow, Ealpli H. Dow, Shirley L. Flanders, Arthur F.
Merrill, Levi A. Moore, Earl F. Moore, Charles P. Paige, Elsie
M. Basha, Bernice F. Buttrick, Verlina Hall, H. Margaret
Nichols, Hazel Gr. Richards, Mabel S. Richards, Dorothy M.
Stinson, Flora M. Stevens, Alice R. Worden.
REPORT' OF 'TREASURER, SPECIAL SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT.
Charles F. White, treasurer, in account with Special District.
Dr.
Balance in treasury February, 1904 $220.83
Received from tuition account ' 259.30
literary fund 113.30
dog licenses 131.91
town treasurer, due from last year 1,502.31
for repairs 350.00
extra school money 1,000.00
amount raised by law . 504.-48
town for enumeration 6.50
town for truant officer service .... 4.40
for broken glass .50
$4,093.53
Ce.
Paid for teachers' salaries $2,612.85
janitor service 115.24






Paid for repairs $94.30
painting 119.70




Balance in hands of treasurer 507.77
$4,093.58.
Balance due from town .' . $1,331.07
CHARLES F. WHITE,
Treasurer.
GoFFSTOWN, February 17, 1905.
This is to certify that I have examined the accounts of:



























































Walter B. Pierce, Principal, High.
.
MisS/Hope G.Robinson, Assistant..
Miss Laura M. Blood, Grammar . ..
Miss Nina L. Kendall, Intermediate
Miss Helen b. Carr, 2d Piimary —
Miss Mary A. Warren, 1st Primary
Walter B. Pierce, Principal, High .
Miss Hope G. Robinson, Assistant.
.
Miss Laura M. Blood, Grammar
Miss Nina L Kendall, Intermediate










Miss Mary A. Warren, 1st Primary 11
Walter B. Pierce, Principal, High..
Miss Amanda I. Symonds, 1st Asst.
Miss Edith M. Seeton, 2d Asst
Miss Laura M. Blood, Grammar . .
.
Miss Nina L. Kendall, Intermediate
Miss Mary A. Warren, 2d Primary..
Miss Ina E. Tuttle, 1st Primary —
Edith I. Jenks
.
Edith I. Jenks .
.
Lois I. Newton.
Lena Mae C rough.
Florence E. Paige..
































10 S Spring .
} Fall . . .
.
M. Elsie Moore ,
M. Elsie Moore
M. Elsie JMoore
Flora E Barnes —
Flora E. Barnes —
Emma G. Flanders
Anna B. Barnes. ..
Anna B. Barnes...
Jennie M. Russell.
Elizabeth C. Brown Grammar.
Elizabeth C. Brown, Grammar.
Elizabeth C. Brown, Grammar.
Mary T. Morrow, Primary.
Mary T. Morrow, Primary.

































































































REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD OF THE
TOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT.
The school board of Goffstown having attended to the duties
assigned them now render to the voters an acconnt of their
stewardship. The boards as they now act, are three httle
independencies. Each has his separate schools to visit and
examine and, according to custom, has nothing to do with
the others except in cases of difficulty.
The writer, therefore, has to depend upon the testimony
of others for general information eonceming those district
~
he did not visit. All things considered, we believe that most
of the schools have done as well as could be reasonably ex-
pected, and yet we are obliged to confess that under different
circumstances some of them might have done far better.
We have endeavored to impress upon both teachers and
pupils that good discipline is indispensable to the best inter-
ests of the school.
A school without order is like a ship upon the ocean without
chart or compass. A person who has not the tact to govern
well cannot expect to succeed as a teacher. It should not be
considered as anything against a person's character if they
do not succeed in teaching. They have simply mistaken their
calling.
To the parents we would say, the homes, as well as the
schoolroom should be the dwelling-place of order, neat-
ness, and especially of purity of speech. Visit the schools
as often as possible. Be sure your children go every day and
in season.
A register covered with tardy marks is as much of a reflec-
tion upon the parents as upon the scholars. Let nothing but
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sickness detain them at home. The parent or guardian often
keeps the child at home for some trivial excuse, and unless we
send the truant officer to enforce the law irregularity soon
becomes a fixed habit. To such we would call attention to
the Public Statute upon the subject, which reads as follows:
"Every person having the custody and control of a child
between the ages of eight and fourteen years, or of a child
under the age of sixteen years, who cannot read at sight and
write legibly simple sentences in the English language, resid-
ing in a school district in which a public school is annually
taught, shall cause such child to attend the public school all
the time such school is in session, unless the child shall be
excused by the school board because his physical or mental
condition is such as to prevent his attendance at school for
the period required, or because he was instructed in the Eng-
lish language in a private school approved by the school board
for a number of weeks equal to that in which the public
school was in session, in the common English branches, or,
having acquired these branches, in other more advanced
studies. Any person who does not comply with the require-
ments of this section shall be fined ten dollars for the first
offense, and twenty dollars for every subsequent offense, for
the use of the district."
The much needed repairs have been made at Kennedy
Hill, and the Mountain schoolhouse has been painted on the
outside.
While our sehoolhouses will need some repairs the coming
year, we believe they are in very good condition.
We would especially call your attention to the annual
meeting, which will be held in the Grasmere schoolhouse on
Saturday, March 18, at 2 p. m.
Articles 9 and 10 relate to building a new or moving the
Mast Road schoolhouse.
MOUNTAIN.
The spring and fall terms were taught by Miss Edith J.
Jenks.
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The winter term was taught by Miss Lois I. Newton of
Manchester,
Both teachers labored conscientiously for the welfare of
the school.
Peej?eot Attendance.—Three terms: Dais}^ May Brown.
Two terms: Emma Gatz.
One term: George H. Brown, Harold Brown.
SHIRLEY HILL.
Spring term taught by Miss Lena Mae Crough. Mi,>s
Crough has taught this school several terms and the school
has prospered under her instruction.
Fall and winter terms taught by Miss Florence E. Paige.
This was Miss Paige's first experience as an instructor. The
examinations were very good.
Pekfect Attendance.—One term: Maurice Johnson.
KENNEDY HILL.
The spring and fall terms were taught by Miss Annie E.
Kendriek, who labored hard for the school. Very good prog-
ress was made. For lack of pupils the winter term was can-
celled.
Pekeect Attendance.—Tiuo terms: Edward W. Kendrick,
One term: Bertha Kendrick, Charles Kendrick, Helen M.
Kendrick, •
MAST eoad.
All three terms taught by Miss M. Elsie Moore and good
results were accomplished.
EAST PART.
The spring and fall terms were taught by Miss Flora E.
Barnes of Bakersfield, Vt. The best of results were obtained.
The winter term was taught by Miss Emma G. Flanders of
Manchester, who endeaA^ored to rule by love. Finding this a
failure the rod was applied, and with tlie help of the school
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board order was restored. The latter part of the term was
fairly successful.
TEBBBTTS HILL.
The spring- and fall terms were taught by Miss Anna Barnes
of Bakersfield, Vt. Miss Barnes is an ideal teacher and the
very best of results were obtained.
The winter term was taught by Miss Jennie Russell of
Manchester.
Perfect Attendance.—Thres terms: Lucy E. Beard, Rolla
C. Beard.
Two terms: Fannie S. Beard, Nellie E. Beard.
One term.: Bernice Jones, Mabel Jones.
GRASMERE GEAMMAE.
All three terms were taught by Miss Elisabeth E. Brown,
who labored diligently and faithfully for the best interest of
all, fully sustaining her previous record. Progress made was
very satisfactor}- to parents and scholars. We consider Miss
Brown one of our most painstaking and conscientious teachers.
Petii^ect Attendance.—-Three terms: Leona P. Green-
wood.
Two terms: J. Maud Aiken, Harrison W. Russell, F. Ethel
Vining, Benjamin F. Greer.
One term: Lauretta L. Swett, Mary S. Whitney, Maud A.
Flanders, Henry G. Trow.
grasmere primary.
The entire school year was taught by Miss Mary Mor-
row, a graduate of the Manchester High School, who
worked hard for the improvement of the school and en-
deared herself to all her pupils. The progress made was very
satisfactory, and we believe with a little more experience Miss
Morrow will make one of our best teachers.
Pejreeot Attendance.—Tlwee terms: Verna B. Aiken,
William P. Eaton.
07}e term: Katherine H. Greer, Hazel B. Taggart, Horace
Jones, Clifton Gould, Raymond 0. Greer, Donald B. Swett.
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PATTEE HILL.
All three terms were taught by Miss Lena E. Parker. Miss
Parker gave good satisfaction.
pakkee's.
All three terms were taught by Miss Emma A. Root. The
results were satisfactory. Finding the writing books were in
wretched condition we offered prizes to the pupil making the
most improvement in neatness) and writing, and now we find
nearly all the books are models in neatness at least.
Pe'efect Atte'Ndance.—Two terms: Charles Emerson.
One term: George Emerson, .Bertha Royce.
PAIGE HILL.
The spring and fall terms were taught by Miss Flora A.
Paige. At the close of the fall term Miss Paige concluded to
change her name, the people who had children moved out of
the district, and for lack of pupils the schoolhouse was closed
for the winter term,
Peefect Attendance.—Two terms: Bertha A, Royce.




School Board of Gojfstown.
REPORT OF TREASURER OF TOWN SCHOOL BOARD.
EEOEIPTS.
Received from former treasurer $69.16
balance of school money for 1903 467.46
from dog licenses 155.24
from literary fund .' 90.20
for repairs 200.00
for extra school money 350.00
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Eeceived money for insurance $62.50
school money for 1904 1,479.84
town of Dunbarton for tuition 15.00
$2,889.40
EXPENDITUKES,
Paid Miss Lena M. Crough $71.50
Miss^Lena E. Parker 201.50
Miss Edith I. Jenks 143.00
Miss M. Elsie Moore 240.00
Miss Flora A. Paige 143.00
Miss Mary T. Morrow 218.50
Miss Annie E. Kendrick 120.50
Miss Emma A. Eoot 214.50
Miss Elizabeth E. Brown 240.00
Miss Flora E. Barnes 143.00
Miss Anna Barnes 143.00
Miss Florence E. Paige 124.50
Miss Jennie Russell 52.00
Miss Lois B. Newton 65.00
Miss Emma G. Flanders 65.00
Mrs. Ira McDougall 10.00
for tuition of scholars 188.50
E. A. Blaisdell, insurance 75.00
Burnham, Brown, Jones & Warren 3.00
George Pattee, treasurer 12.00
wood 125.50
janitor and repairs 200.86
S. B. Gilchrist, auditor ., 1.00
Balance in hands of treasurer 88.54
$2,889.40
SUMMARY.
Balance in hands of treasurer $88.54




I certify that I have examined the accounts of George Pat-





BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF GOFFS-
Plaee of
birth.
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Goffstow b'lossie May Clement
"
! Mildred Estlier Stevens.
"
I
Mildred Alice Brown. . .
.
" ' Nay
" iHoward Ashton Brown..
" George Charles Gage ...
" Charles Leo Yonng
" I.Mlen Whitney Spencer.
" [Evelyn Rebecca Spencer
"
j Foote
" Herman Leslie Moore...
"




" 'Robert Jones Foster
" Dorothy Myrtle Hebert..
"
j.Joe Eugene Christian
" Gertrude Olida Wilson..
" Marion Louise Paige—
Ralph Walter Hall










" 4th 26 341

















M " " 31 221







F " 2d 37 181

















F L 2d 30 24,
















Geoige H. Wilson. .
.




Maurice A. Stark . .
Arthur A . Cushing
I hereby certify that the above record is correct, to the
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Adeline I. Shcdd '
Marion E. Miller '
Mary Flatley '
' Laborer
Mary E. Hastings— '
Emma L. George '
Inez L. Stevens '
Bertha M. Poore '
Agnes Stone ... '
Laverna S. Norris ... '
Kellie Maj- Jones '
Edna M.Gordon '

















Marion S. McGoUom. '
Eviee K.Smith '
Belle F.Colby '
Malina D. Arnold '
WeltheaL Ford '


















best of luy knowledge and belief.
EDWIN A. BLAISDELL, Clerk
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I hereby certify that the above marriage recorcl is
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TOWN FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1904.
Names of parents. Birthplace ofparents.
Name, residence, and
official station of person
by whom married.





Rev C. T. Reekie,
Goffstown
.
Rev. F. X. O'Neil,
Manchester.
Rev. Charles R. Bailey,
Manchester.
Rev. Joseph H. Trow.
Goffstown.
Rev. Nathaniel L. Colby,
Manchester.




Rev. W. J. Atkinson,
Manchester.
Rev. Edward M. Parker,
Concord.
John Barnes
Winfield S. Gage Laborer
'
Frank T. Moore
Frank H. Mills .. .











































Rev. Henry R. McCartney,
Goffstown.
Rev. Charles R. Bailey,
Manchester.









correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
EDWIN A. BLAISDELL. Clerk.
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF GOFFS-
Name and





































Goffstown Clarissa M. Carr —
S. Cliesbrougb












Orient E. Collin . . .











































St. Johns, N. B
Canada.
Goffstown

































































Manchester — Londonderry- Martha Plummer












Peterborough Adeline I. Shedd










































Xame and P. O. address of

















































Dr. C. F. George, Goflfstown.
Dr. E. P>. Swett, Grasmerf-.
Dr. C. F. George, Goflfstown.
Dr. F. B. Blaisdell, "
Dr. C. F. George,
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasraere.
Dr. C. F. George, Goffstown.
Wm. F. Jvay, "
Dr. C. F. George,
Dr. F. Blaisdell,
Dr. C. F. George,
Dr. F. Blaisdell. "
Dr. C. F. George,
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. F. Blaisdell, Goffstown.
Dr. C. B. Sturtevant, Manchester.
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. C. F. George, Goffstown.
Dr. F. Blaisdell,
Dr. T. M. Togus, Hooksett.
Dr. E. B. Swett, Grasmere.
Dr. C. F. George, Goffstown.
Dr. F. Blaisdell,
Dr. Z. A. Lavoie, jManehester.
Dr. C. P. George, Goffstown.
I hereby certif}- that the above death record is correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.






14 a Id & bdg, 700
Austin, D. B., & J.
W. Story
^a Id & bdg, 1 150
Aiken, Samuel O.
I poll, 100
















%a Id & bdg 500
Bailey, Hannah, Mrs.





I a Id & bdg, 2400
10 horses, 850
4 carriages, 240
stock in trade, 300
Barnard, Chas. G.
pa Taggart Id, 1200
4a Paige field, 200








































70a Id & bdg,
2 horses,
4 cows,
Blaisdell, C. J. K.


















14 a Id & bdg, 850
Blaisdell, Edwin A.
I poll, 100
54a Id & bdg, 1600
stock in trade, 1000
Blaisdell, Edwin A.




























































1-4 a Id & bdg, 1500




















77a Id & bdg,












14 a Id & bdg,
Beals, William
I poll,














































100 100 1. 71
100 100 1. 71









i/4a Id & bdg, J. W.
Story place, 1700 1700
3a Id & bdg, Moody
Jones place, 2150 2150
Bunten, Robert
I poll, 100 100
Bellmare, Joe
I poll, 100 100
Blount, F. O., Mrs.
24a Id & bdg, Byron
Cram place, 900
1 horse, 20






la Id & bdg, 900
Colby, James, Mrs.












%a Id & bdg, 1250
I horse, 60





i/^a Id & bdg, 600
I horse, 80
Carleton, A. M., Mrs.





































^a Id & bdg, 1500
I horse, 50
money at int., 850
la Id & bdg, Russell
place, 900
68a Id & bdg, A. J.
Sargent pi, 2000




money at int., 400
Corey, Almon, Mrs.
la Id & bdg, 2400
Campbell, H. M.
I poll, 100
>^a Id & bdg, 1600
Campbell, Alfred M.
1 poll, 100
^a Id & bdg, 1700
2 a Id & bdg. Mur-
phy & Wyatt
Id, 2100
iia Frachuer Id, 100
Campbell. A. M. & H.
steam mill, 550
Connor, J. H., Mrs.
la Id & bdg, 1600
Cram, E. W., h'rs.







iSa, field & past., 270












































4a Butler Id, 160
Condon, Fred A.
%a, hotel prop, 1000
Condon, Fred A.




Clough, E. A., Mrs.



























^a Id & bdg, Frank
Dodge place, 800
Colby, Carrie, Mrs.
money at int., 750
Dearborn, Frank S.
I poll, 100
Yssi Id & bdg,
shop, 950
stock in trade, 200
Total Total
Val'n. Tax,



































Davis, Sarah J., Mrs.

























iSa sprout Id bt.
of Cram,
Eaton, Geo. M.
4a Id on bog rd.,
Eaton, Elizabeth
^a Id & bdg, Han-
nah Sargent pi, 700
Flanders, Frank B.
y.a Id & bdg & Id
nr ceinetery, 1250
Flanders, Wm. C, Mrs.
^a Id & bdg, 600
Flanders, Mary, Mrs.
^a, meat market,
& barber shop, 500








































NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n.
Flanders, Geo. E.
I poll, 100 100
Foss, Joseph O.
i/4a Id & bdg, 850 850
Foss, Charles H.
I poll. 100 100
Fletcher, Elizabeth, Mrs.
^a Id & bdg, 600 600
Frachuer, Rebecca D., Mrs.
i/4a Id & bdg, 800 800
Frachuer, George
I poll, 100 100
Ferson, Chas. F.
I poll, 100 100
Foote, Alonzo
I poll, 100 100
Foote, Walter
I poll, 100 100
Foote, George
I poll, 100 100
Foster, Frank G.
I poll, 100 100
Fellows, Fred
1 poll, 100 100
Foote & Worden
2 horses, 100
stock in trade, 100 200
Gordon, Robert M.
I poll, 100 100
Goodhue, Walter S.
I poll, 100
^a Id & bdg. 900 1000
Grant, David, h'rs
61^ a Id & bdg, 900
6a, Wycomb, Id, 150 1050
Grant, Clinton D.
I poll, 100












Gregg, Hannah E. est.

































NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Goodwin, E. W.
I poll. 100
io54a Id & bdg &
Blaisdell Id, 1850






I cow- 28 568 8.99
George, Rebecca P., Mrs.
la Id & bdg. 2900 2900 49-45
George, C. O.
I horse. 70 70 1.20
Gage, Mary, h'rs
2a Id & bdg, 2550 2550 43-49
Gage, Ira A.
I poll. 100 100 1. 71
Gage, W. Scott
I poll, 100 100 1. 71
Gage, Walter L.
I poll. 100 100 1.71
Gould, John W.
I poll. 100
la Id & bdg. 1600
I horse. 80
2 cows, 60 1840 31-37
13a Weeks Id. 500 Soo 7-25
Grady, Homer E
I poll. 100 100 1.71
Gravel, John
I poll. 100 100 1.71
Gage, Joseph
I horse, 40 40 .68
Gauthier, Napoleon
I poll. 100
stock in trade 200 300 5-12
Holt, Chas. M.
I poll. TOO
i/^a Id & bdg. Mc-
Fadden place
, 750 850 14.50
Hart, W. H. H.
loa Jones Id, 250 250 3-63
Hamilton, Geo., Mrs.
J3yia Id & bdg, Cald-
well place. 1700 1700 28.99
Hamilton, Georg e
I poll, TOO 100 1. 71
Hamilton, Fred





















la Id & bdg, 2100
20a, Warren pas. 250








la Id & bdg,
Hadley. M. A.
la Id & bdg,
Hadley. Chas.
1 poll,











































































I a Wycomb Id, 150
Hoit, Daniel W.
I poll, 100
looa Id & bdg, 4200
3 horses, 300
II cows, 330
3 other stock, 36
Hart, W. H. H.










Vsa Id & bdg. [200
Hart, H. P., Mrs.
^a houselot. 100
Hall, A. J., Mrs.
la Id & bdg. 500
Hall, George
I poll. 100
Hall. R. F.. Miss
^a Id & bdg. 800
Hill, Albert E.
32a Id & bdg, 500
Harriman, B. F.
2a Id & bdg. 1350
Hamilton Brothers
stock in trade, 5000
Holt & McFadden
stock in trade, ISO
Hoit, John W., est
%& Id & bdg, Foote
place. 300







4a Id & bdg, 700
I horse, 40
2 cows. S6
20a Weeks Id, 250
Hamlin, Geo., Mrs.
Vsa Id & bdg, Ke n-



































Junkins, J. E., est.
5a Id & bdg. 2600
Jenks, Albert M.
I poll, 100
14a Id & bdg, 700
Jenks, Geo. E., h'rs
^a Id & bdg, 1000
Jones, Sabra, Mrs.












loa Moore Id, 700
i^a Id & bdg, 1 100
Johnson, Rodney




money at int., 1000
8a Austin Id, 500
loa Butterfield 1, 500
50a Pattee & Up-
ton land, 800
I a Id & bdg, 2000
8a Id & bdg Nichols
land, 1000
Johnson, Rodney, Mrs.














































J4a Id & bdg, Par-
ker & Kendall
cottage. 700 1038 17.70
20a Taggart Id. 140 140 2.03
Johnson, S. D., h"rs
40a Taggart Id. 500 500 7.25
Johnson, Shirle}^ M.
Ksa Id & bdg, 1600 1600 27.28
Johnson, Jessie, JNIrs.
i^a Id & bdg, C. M.
Holt place, 900 900 15.35
Kendall, Kendrick
I poll, 100
i^a Id & bdg, 2800
I carriage, 400
stock in banks and
other corps, 3000
money at int., 700 7000 119.35
Kendall, Kendrick
i/sa Id & bdg, 1/3 of
D. B. Warren
house, 500 500 8.53
2a near Peter
Jones's. 200 200 3.42
Kendall, Louis B.
I poll, 100
stock in trade 100 200 3.42
Kendall, Frank W.
I poll, 100
yga Id & bdg, 1800 1900 32.40
Kendall, Hadley & Co.
Id & bdg, steam
shop, 1000
I horse, 50
stock in trade 7000
mills, machin'y, 8300 16350 278.77
2i/^a Id & bdg. Smith
land, 900, 900 15.35
la, houselot above
engine house, 300 300 5.12
Kidder, Samuel
I poll, 100
Ma Id & bdg, Hay-
ford place, 1000 J 100 18.76
Kidder, Prudence, Miss










J^a Id & bdg, 1300 1300
Kenney, Ellen Moores,
h'rs
%a Id & bdg, 650 650
K of P Building & Im-
provement Asso.
Id & bdg, 3300 23300
Little, Daniel
150a Id & bdg, 3400
' I horse, 60
2 cows, 56
r other, 20 3536 51.28
Livingston, Lucinda,
Mrs.
20a Id & bdg. 500 500 8.53
Ladd, Mary, Mrs.
%a Id & bdg. 2200 2200 37.51
Luscomb, Fred B.
I poll, 100 100 Is/I
Luscomb, Marietta,, Mrs.
^a Id & bdg, 1600 1600 27.28
Lucian, John B.
i/sa Id & bdg, 800 800 13.64
Libby, H. K.
i/<a Id & bdg, David




100 100 1. 71
Leeds, Milton S.
ygSi Id & bdg, Stow-
ell' place, iioo iioo 18.76
Lafond, Wm. E.
I poll, 100 100 1. 71
Moore, Gertrude E.
^a Id & bdg, Stevens
place, 800 800 13.64
Marshall, George
I poll, 100 100 1. 71
McCrillis, E. J.
I poll, 100
stock in trade, 1000 iioo 18.76
Mills, Albert F.
I poll, 100 100 1. 71
Mills, Edward J.




2 cows, 50 210 3.58
Mills, Edgar W.





^a Id & bdg. 1800
Miller, Wm. F.
I poll, 100
^a Id & bdg, 800
Miller, Hannah, h'rs







^a Id & bdg, 2000
2 carriages, 124




^a Id & bdg. Watts
place, 1200
I horse, 100
stock in trade, 100



















4a Id & bdg, 1400
I horse, 20
Morgrage, A. J., h'rs
3a Id & bdg, 1850




































Martin, Selwin T., h'rs
%a Id & bdg, 1 100
I horse, 50
postofifice, 250
Martin, Angle D., Mrs.
%a, houselot, 200
Merrill, Dana, Mrs.
y^a Id & bdg, 800
Merrill, Henry W.
I poll, 100





















Mclntire, J. C, & W.
H. Harrington
I poll, 100







1/4 a Id & bdg, Mc-
Questen pi, 1 100
Mack, Mary, Mrs.























































Muzzy, Edna J., Mrs.































































































Paige, F. E., Mrs.




















block nr bridge, 1300
Paige, W. P.
I poll, 100






















































Ysa Id & bdg, 550
Pattee, Peter W.
I poll, 100




ysa Id & bdg, Aus-
tin place, 950
Pattee, Geo., Mrs.





%a. Id & bdg, 3000






















































































2a Id & bdg, 2000
I horse, 50
la Id & bdg, pt. of
Small place, 600
65a Worthley pi. 400




Pierce, C. K., Mrs.








%a Id & bdg, 800
Poore, Hattie J., Mrs.














25a Taggart Id, 300
Patten, Samuel





























































Ha Id & bdg,
Philbrick, L. H.
1 poll,







h'rs Stark & Ken-
dall




stock in trade, 1500
Pillsbury, Mary, Mrs.








42a Id & bdg, 4200
1 horse, 70
4 cows, 112
2 other stock, 40
79a, Jones & Stin-
son land, 700
Richards, Calvin, h'rs





3j4a Id & bdg," 1800
I horse, 80
I cow, 28
ysa Id & bdg, yi
Day place, 750
Richards, Mary A., Mr
la Id & bdg. South
Mast St., 1550
30a Taggart Id, 350
Richards, Nelson



























































45a Id & bdg,
Richards, Herbert .
I poll, Ii_.
Richards, T. W., h'rs
ik Id & bdg, home-
stead, 2400
I horse, 100
4 other stock, y2
15a A. P. Little Id
& house, 1000
34a Id & bdg, inter-
vale — Saulpaugh
land, 2400
Richards, T. W., h'rs
J^a Id & bdg, 2 houses
& barn, 1000 1000
%a. Id & bdg, house.
Church St., 700
37a, pt of S. Rich-
ards place, 222





Vsa Id & bdg, 600
I horse, 50
Richards, Marv A., Mrs.




money at int., 250
Richards, Chas. H.
T poll, 100
7a Id & bdg, 1/ Day


































^a Id & bdg, 1200
Rand, Edson L.
I poll, 100
^a Id & bdg, Stin-
son place,








Ysa Id & bdg,
houselots,
Raynor, A. B.









la Id & bdg,
Seeton, A. P.
I poll, 100
4a Id & bdg. Worth-
ley land, 300
I horse, 40















































Sibley, M. K., Mrs., h'rs







Voa Id & bdg.
Story, Mardie, Miss
Total Total'



































Stark, L. H., h'rs
>4a Id & bdg,































































Tolford, De AVitt C.
I poll,







la Id & bdg, Cur-
tis place, 1600
Tebbetts, Ida M., Mrs.












Upton, Fannie S., Miss
i^2a Id & bdg, 2700
money at int., 700














100 1 140 16.53
100 100 I.7I
















stock in trade, 3300
machinery, 100 4550 77.5&
Upham, Chas. A.
I poll, 100
67a Id & bdg, 1650
I horse, 50
3 cows, 86 1886 27.35
Man. Trac, Lt. &
Power Co.
Id & bdg, new house
& barn 1600 1600 23.20
40a, Little, Hill,
Whittemore, Hart,
& Holt Id, 1600 1600 23.84
power house &
machinery, 19000 19000 275.50
Woodman, Henry
I poll, 100 100 1. 71
Woodman, Frank H.
I poll, 100
^4 a Id & bdg. Root
place, 1000 1 100 18.76
Wildey, John E.
I poll, 100
I horse, 30 130 2.21
Woodbury, Levi P.
I poll, 100 100 1.71
Warren, Geo., h'rs
14a Id & bdg, 950
stock in public
funds, 1000
money at int. 500 2450 41.7S
Warren, Julia, Miss
money at int., 200 200 3.41
Whipple, Warren H.
I poll, 100
24a Id & bdg, C. A.
Whipple pi, 2200
3 horses, 200


















^a Id & bdg,, 1800
Whitney, Artemas, Mrs.
Ha Id & bdg, 800
Whitney, John, Mrs.
i^a Id & bdg, 800
White, Chas. F.
I poll, 100
2a Id & bdg, Id. bt. of
Richards, 1300
White, Ella, Mrs.
I a Id & bdg, 1000
J^a Id & bdg, Lufkin
place, 1900
Weeks, Wm. H., Mrs.










































3i/<a Id & bdg, Gor-




12a Taggart Id, 500




^a Id & bdg, house
nr paint shop, 850
Watkins, Elbridge



































^a Id & bdg, 950
















la, houselot bt. of
E. Richards, 100
Dennison, Almon
Ma Id & bdg, bt. of
Christie, 1650
Avery, Jennie E., Mrs.
- ^a Id & bdg, Sar-
gent place, 850
%a Id & bdg, Samp-
son place, 350
Avery, George
^/ia Id & bdg, Josiah
Warren place, 1500
%a Id & bdg, Hop-
kins place, 1500
Greene, Joseph G.
%& Id & bdg, 3000
Grady, Myra A., Mrs.
%a Id & bdg, 900
Harriman, Savilla, Mrs.
8a Id & bdg, J. Jones
place, 650
Jenkins, Alice M.
%a Id & bdg, 750




la Id & bdg, 880
Morse, Edward C.
Ysa Id & bdg, 950






















%3l Id & bdg, 2500
looa, nr bog mill 600
%a Id & bdg, Jessie
Nichols place, 1350
Id on Church St., 900
2a, south of rail-
road, 250
i/oa Id & bdg, McCol-
lom pi, 1600
3^a Id & bdg, 2
h's. Ch'ch St., 1250













2a. houselots bt. of
C. Morgrage,
Quirin, Joseph
























%a Id & bdg, 200
Faley, Mary, Mrs.



































Ma Id & bdg, Dus-
tin place, 1800
Christie, Dr.
i^a Id & bdg, Chris-
tie place, 1000
Rundlett, L. J.




' District No. 2.
Carr, E. P. & C. B.





































































NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Plant, William
1 poll, 100
looa Id & bdg.
Pierce pi, 900
3 horses, 270
. 9 cows, 288





Richards, T. W., h'rs
Soa Hopkins Id, 500
Stiles, James, Mrs.
14a sprout Id, 140
Shirley, Robert L.
4a Leach past., 40
Shirley, R. L., & E. C.
' 6oa Id & bdg, Person
place, 700
6oa Leach, R. M., &
D. Shirley Id, 360
Warren, George, h'rs
30a sprout Id, 350
Non-Residents.
Barnard, James
32a Hadley Id, 280
Eastman, Arthur E.
iia Robie land, 200
Palmer, George




I other stock, 16
Jones, Jennie D., Mrs.
250a, pt. of Dodge
place, 1200
Stocher, August
130a Id & bdg, Robie
place, 3200
19 cows, 532
5 other stock, 86
District No. 3.
Aiken, Samuel O.
lyia, pt of Orr Id, 50
Bartlett, James H.
I poll, 100








































































Handley, Fred & Wm.
30a McDougall
Johnson, S. D., h'rs




5 other stock, 80
3 carriages, 200
40a Aiken Id. 700
Soa R. L. Shirley
Id, 1200



































Ysa Id & bdg, 2100
McDougall, James, h'rs














20a sprout Id, 220
Regnier, Nelson, Mrs.









stock in banks &
corporations, 600
money at int., 1250
Shirley, E. C.








7 other stock, 168
3 sheep. 12
I I a Gage land, 66
27a A. Richards
land, 420

































iSoa Id & bdg. 1350 1350 17.64
Shirley, Moses G.
I poll, 100 100 1.31
Shirley. Wm. R.




4 cows, 106 246 3.21
Shirley. Thomas
50a. pt. Orr Id, 150 150 1.96
Non-Residents.
Woodbury, Gordon
1 20a Moore pi &
Nutt land, 700 700
Uncanoonuc Incline Ry.
204a Roberts pi &













y.a id & bdg,
Richardson. Spencer
14a Id & bdg.
Perkins. E. W.





















Addison, S. J. & C.
Misses
I20a Id & bdg, 2500 2500 32-69
Freeman, L. J.
I poll, 100 100 1. 31
115
NAMES AND VALUATION.
Freeman, L. J., Mrs.
















105a Id & bdg, A. J.
Hazen place, 3000
3 horses, 280
18 cows, ' 540
2 other stock, 38
Hazen, A. J., Mrs.
48a J. Dunlap Id. 600
Kendrick, E. W.
I poll,




45a tillage & stump-
age, 360
McDougall, Ira & Jas.
2 polls, 200









28a Buzzell past. 280
Moore, Wm., h'rs
80a Id & bdg, 1050





























































































land, 1000 1000 13.08
Dunlap, Robert E.
60a nr Id of A. J.
Hazen, 900 900 11.77
Dunlap, John
8a, pt Dunlap pi, no
Dunlap, John
i%a, field nr. A. J.
Hazen's 100
McAllister, John E.
40a joining Id of
A McDougall, 430 430 5.62
Martin, Mary F. v
125a Id & bdg, S. M.
Barnard pi, 2100 2100 27.46
Murphy, John










Total Total Total Total
NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
I horse, 40 Danforth, George
I cow, 26 I poll, 100 •
300 fowls, 150 1316 17.21 iia Id & bdg, 1500
Algier, Wm. F. I horse, 60
I poll. 100 2 cows, 50
35a Id & bdg, 2000 30 fowls. 14 1724 22.54
I horse, 70 Derbyshire, S. F.
5 cows, ISO I poll, 100
I other stock. 18 2338 30.57 I horse. 80
Bartlett Bros. 100 fowls. 50 230 3-00
2 polls. 200 Dunn, James
/poll,31a Id & bdg. 2200 TOO 100 I-3I
2 horses. 130 Emerson, H. W.; Mrs.
14 cows, 420 2950 38.57 15a Id & bdg, 2500
Plummer Id & 1lew I horse. 50
house. 700 700 9-iS I cow, 30 2580 33-74
Barnard, L. T. Fournier, Joseph
I poll. 100 I poll, 100 100 I-31
40a Id & bdg, 2200 Fellows, Geo. W., h'rs
50 fowls, 24 40a Id & bdg. 1000 1000 13-08
3 horses, 200 Fife, W. H.
6 hogs, 60 4a Id & bdg, Plum-
4 other stock, 76 mer Id, 1 100
13 cows. 390 3050 3989 I horse, 20
Boynton, Wm. H 50 fowls. 24 11^ 14-95
I poll. 100 Gagnon, Albert
50a Id & bdg, 1850 I poll. 100 100 I-3I
3 horses. 240 Gould, Lewis H.
9 cows, 280 77a Id & bdg, H . H.
3 other stock. 60 2530 33-07 Johnson pi. 2400 2400 31-38
Bartlett, Lyman S. Hammel, Edward
12a Id bdg, 650 I poll, 100
I horse, 60 710 9.28 2a Id & bdg. 400
Carron, Napoleon I cow, 28 528 6.92
I poll. 100 Hammel, Fred
la Id & bdg, bt of I poll. 100
Gagnon, 210 2a Id & bdg. 300
I horse, 60 I cow, 26 426 5.56
I cow. 32 402 5-25 Hebert, Joseph
Caron, Alcid 3a Id & bdg, 550
I poll, 100 100 I-3I I horse. 20
Caron, Sam I cow. 28
I poll. 100 100 I-3I 2 hogs. 20 618 8.09
Dow, S. J. & J. A Hebert, Joseph, 2d
looa Clark pi, 600 600 7.8s I poll, 100
Duclos, Gustavus I horse. 60
I poll, 100 2 cows. 60
31a Id & bdg, 2200 2300 30.07 2 hogs. 16 236 3-oS
Dugrier, Joseph Hebert, Lawrence
12a Id & bdg, 1000 I poll. 100
T cow. 26 2a Id & bdg, 550




300a Id & bdg, 8700
8 horses, 960
30 cows, 1080




stock in trade, 1000
Johnson, H. H., Mrs.


































Order of St. Benedict


























































NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n.
3Sa Id & bdg, Worth-
ley place, 3550 3550
Pfrangle, Hilary, Rt. Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Gorman, Aloysius, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Ostendarp, Bonaven-
ture, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Reger, Alexander, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Singer, Frederick, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Kienle, Anslem, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Lamour, Lawrence, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Joos, Joseph, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
CuUinane, James, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Pfisterer, Raphael, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Keil, Fidelis, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Koellhoffer, Wm., Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Amburg, Vincent, Rev.
I poll, 100 100
Fuerbass, Alto,
I poll, 100 100
Goebel, Anthony,
I poll, 100 100
Laub, Ignatius,
I poll, 100 100
Schieber, Leander,
I poll, 100 100
Rache, Alphonse,
I poll, 100 100
Stumph, Isidore,
I poll, 100 100
Plugge, Idelphonse,
I poll, 100 100
Porrett, W. W.
I poll, 100 100
Plummer, Walter,
I poll, 100
3 horses, 210 310 4.05
Pennock, Ira W.
4a Id & bdg. 2500









































54a Id & bdg, 400
Roy, John
I poll, 100
54a Id & bdg, 400
Roy, Fred
I poll, 100








50a Id & bdg, 950
I horse, 40
7 cows, 182





8a. pt. of Caroline
Baker land, 500
'
Tirrell, C. H., h'rs




























Tirrell, Albert S., &
Laura
66a Id & bdg, 3000
3 horses, 180
13 cows, 390
8a field & past., 350
Thomas, John
I poll, 100














70a Id & bdg,
Dow place, 650











54a, pt. of G. Worth-
ley pi, 126
City of Manchester
254 a gravel bk, 200
Brock, Mrs.
i-ioa Id on Rock-
land ave, 10
Carswell, U. S.
la Id & bdg, 40
Clouse, Adolph
V^a, pt of house, 100
Chamberlin, C. A.
21 a Id & bdg, Cran-
shaw place, tooo
Dcsoma, Adolph




































20a Id & bdg, 1200
Lamphre}', David C.
2i/4a, pt Geo. Worth-
ley place, 200
Mitchell, Philip




I horse, 60 ,
Higgins, R. G., &
Lavina











5a Id & bdg, Tilcher
pi, 1200








2>4a, pt. of J. W.
Tirrell Id, 250
Tirrell, N. A.




Shirley, E. C, & J. C.
Ray h'rs


































NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Man. Trac, Lt. &
Power Co.
67a, Plummer &
Bartlett Id, 3000 3000 39-23
Warner, A., Mrs.
loa Id, 300 300 3-92
Bickford, W. H.
Vsa Id 81 hen-
house. 26 26 •34
Soucy, Cypian
3a Id and hog
house, 300 300 3-92
Home, A. P.
3a Gilman Plum -
mer Id, 200 200 2.62
Mack, A. R.
2a Gilman Plum -
mer Id, 132 132 1.72
Magoon & Everett
22a Gilman Plum-
mer meadow. neoo 1200 15-69




i8a Id & bdg, 1000
I horse, 36
I cow. 26 I162 15-19
Blaisdell, Gilman I.
I poll, 100
19a Id & bdg. 900
I horse. 30 1030 13-47
Burke, Harry
I poll, 100




2 cows, 50 180 2.36
Colburn, Ernest D.
I poll, 100
40a Id & bdg, 500 600 7-85
Carter, H. D.
I poll, • 100
60a Id & bdg, Flan-
ders pi, 2500
. I horse, 60
15 cows, 420 3080 40.28
30^a Flanders 1, 250 250 3-2?
Carter, Joseph






































io6a Id & bdg, H.
Blaisdell pi. 1700
Merrill, John W.
30a Id & bdg.
Young pi, 800
Morse, E. J.. Mrs.









2 horses, ' 120
19 cows, 532
2 other stock, 30
Newton, Walter H.
I poll, 100


















































195a Id & bdg, 3000
3 horses, 160
TO cows, 310
2 other stock, 32
new house, S50










13a Id & bdg, Whit-
tier pl, 500
I horse, '50




20a Id & bdg,
T horse,
I cow,
I other stock. 24 542
Woodson, Will R.
4Sa Id & bdg, Luther
Greer pl, 1900
I horse, 60
5 cows, T50 2TI0
Worthley, C. A., Mrs.
7a meadow, 200 200
Worthley, Timothy, h'rs























NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
AVorthley, Betsej^, h'rs
20a past. & til., 350 350 4-58
Wells, David
237a Id & bdg, 5500
I horse, 40
2 oxen, 120
8 cows, 240 5900 77-15
Wells, Stephen J.
I poll, 100
35a Id & bdg, 1 100
I horse, 26
2 cows, 56 1282 16.76
Wells, Herbert M.
I poll, 100
54a Id & bdg, 2500 2500 34-00
Wells, David, Mrs.
8a Id & bdg, 350 350 4-58
Williams, Arthur, h'rs
3^a Id & bdg, Blais-
dell place, 150 ISO 1.96
W^illiams, Henry L.
I poll, 100
20a Id & bdg, Betsey
Moore place, 350
I horse, 30
5 cows, 140 620 8.10
Young. Edward C.
7a Id & bdg, Mer-
rill place, 400
I horse, 30 430 S-62
Young, Edward C.
Ha Id & bdg, Lang-
ley place, 150 150 1.96
Young, Chas. E.
I poll, 100 100 I-3I
Non-Rksidents.
Chandler, Geo. B.
8a Stetson Id, 200 200 2.62
40a Ray Id, 240 240 3.13
Colby, Geo. W., Airs.
3a Id & bdg, 250 250 2)^^
Emery, A. J., Mrs.
30a Stearns Id, 280 280 3.66
Farmer, Elizabeth
67a Farmer Id, 700 700 9.15
Maxwell, A. D., h'rs
i8a Farmer Id, 150 150 1.96
Pike, S. P.
i6a Id & bdg, 350 350 4.58
Stearns Bros.
5a Id & bdg, Phoebe
Stearns pl, 450 450 5.89
Total Total
NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Stearns, Clarence
8a, bt. of Farmer
h'rs 400 400 5-23
Thompson, James
85a bt. D. Farmer's
h'rs, 500 500 6.54
6sa bt. Mrs. G. H.
Colby, 326 326 4.26
20a Stearns Id, 400 400 5-23
Woodson, S. E.
42a Id & bdg, Polly
Stearns pl, 800 800 10.46
Taggart, J. G.
loa B. Richards
Id, 50 50 .(^^
Wheeler, Christie,
5a Worthley Id, 60 60 •79
District No. 8.
Ayer, Warren & Clara
133a Id & bdg, 3000
2 horses, 100
5 cows, 130 3230 42.23
Annis, Amos,
I poll, TOO
2a Id & bdg, David
Riley place, 260 360 4.71
Barrett, Herbert L.
I poll, TOO
40a Id & bdg. Law
land, 800
I horse, 60 960 12.56
Beard, Henry M.
1 poll,








5a island bt. of F. O.
Colby, 150 150 1.96
Clough. Orren T.
1 poll, 100




2 other stock, 32 2412 31.54
47a Id & bdg, Mary

























14a north of W
Whipple's,
Greer, Benj., h'rs
33y3a Roberts Id, 400
Greer, B. F.
- 14a, pt of Kim-
ball Id,
idVsa Roberts 1,











56a, pt. Capt. Kim-
ball Id, 850
Jones, Abbie S., Miss





































































2 Other stock, 40
Martin, V. B.
50a sprout Id, 276
Merrill. W. W.
65a, S. J. Merrill
woodland, 800
Palmer, Levi, Mrs.




33a, Flanders Id, 200
Robertson, G. F.




Sargent & J._ W.
Hoit's h'rs
32a, Sargent Id, 100
Sargent, Lewis, h'rs
20a, Jones Id, 500
Whipple, Wni. S.
1 poll, 100






















































56a. pt. of Capt.
Kimball Id, 850
36a, Parker & War-
ren Id, 600
Brown, J. M., h'rs
2a, meadow, 30
Buchannan, Willie
I Ha Id & bdg. 100
Person, David S.
31a, past., pt. poor
farm, 200
Gage, W. L., Mrs.
^
46a, pt*of Capt. Kim-
ball Id, 800
Lockhead, Robert






15a, Gould Id, 76
Taggart, J. G.
70a, Person pi, 1000
Labarge





200 cords wood, 300
Lakeman, Fayette S.
19a, J. G. Annis
land, 120
District No. 9.
Aiken, Alvin R., h'rs






5a Id & bdg, 600
Carter, Henry
2ii^a, George Id, 106
50a Planders Id, 350
Colby, Jerome, h'rs


































































5a, 4 houses, mill,
& Id, 240Q
mills, mach'ry, 8400 10800
25 a Id & bdg, Har-
vey place, 1200
Ha Id & bdg, near
depot, 250
Eaton, Geo. M.
5oHa Id & bdg, Harri-
man past., 2200




20 fowls, 14 194 2.54
Flanders, Edwin
i8a Id & bdg, 1700
1 horse, 80
2 cows, 50 1830 23.93
Flanders, Mary A., Mrs.
stock in banks & other
corporations 462
money at int., 2560 3022 39.52
Flanders, Sarah, Miss
Ha Id & bdg, 800
stock in banks & other
corporations, 462
money at int., 1480 2742 35-8S
Gove, Hattie, Mrs.
la Id & bdg, 1500
money at int., 300 1800 23.58
Gove, Geo. I.
I poll, 100
I horse, 40 140
George C. F.
Ha Id & bdg, 850 850







NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
George, A. H.
I poll. 100
90a Id & barn, 1000
S cows. 150 1250 16.34
5a Id & bdg, ^formerly
A. H. & C. F.) 274 274 3-59
'George, Sarah R., Mrs.
3a Id & bdg, 750 750 9.81
George, James M[.
I poll, 100 100 I-3I
George, Leonard, Mrs.
97^a Id & bdg. 3000
2 horses. I2G
7 cows, 196
I other stock. 16 3332 43-57
Gilchrist, S." B.
I poll. 100
140a Id & bdg, 2500
I horse. 50
3 cows. 84
346 fowls, 172 2906 37-99
Greer, John E.
1 poll. 100
I a Id & bdg. 850 950 12.43





2a Id & bdg. 560
I horse. 40
I cow. 24 724 9.46
Greer, Henry E.
3^a, pt. of Harri-
man Id, 200 200 2.62
Greer, Benj., h'rs
iioa Id & bdg, Harri -
man & Tirrell
field. 3000
3 cows. 84 30S4 40.33
iSa, pt. of Harri-
man Id, ISO 150 1.96150
Greer, B. F.
I poll. 100




stock in trade, 4700 6404





store & pt of Mer-
rill house, 700
stock in trade, 400
mills, machin'y, 80
40a Little Id, 700
Greer, Susan, Mrs.
^a Id & bdg, 500
Greer, Albert G.
I poll, 100
Ha Id & bdg, Bart-
' lett place, 500
I horse, 20
I cow, 20






















la Id & bdg, 500
Hopkins, Wm. D.
I horse, 30
mills & mach'y, 250
Hopkins, Wm. D., Mrs.
85a Id & bdg, 2000
Hammond, Wm. H.
I poll, 100


































Total Total Total Total
NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Henry, Susan, Mrs. Merrill, W. W.
Ha Id & bdg, 2 I poll, 100
houses, 700 700 9-15 24a Id & bdg, Wil-
Hunkins, Geo. W. liams place, 900
I poll, 100 I horse, 80
80a Id & bdg, 2400 3 cows, 90 1 170 15-30
I horse, 40 15a pasture, 300 300 392
5 cows, 150 2690 3577 la Id & bdg. Wells
Harris, H. H. place, 330 330 4-31
T poll, 100 Merrill, N. V., Mrs.
?4a Id & bdg, la Id & bdg, 1000 1000 13.08
shop, 800 900 11.77 Merrill, Peter H.
Hazen, Betsey, Mrs. I poll, 100
7a sprout Id, 70 70 .92 la Id & bdg, 330 430 5.62
Huard, Joseph Merrill, H. S., Mrs.
I poll, 100 Ha Id & bdg, 200 200 2.62
20a Id & bdg, Cunning- Merrill, John L.
ham place, 1300 I poll, 100
I horse, 80 54a Id & bdg, pt. of
I cow. 26 1506 19.68 house, 200 300 3-92
Harper, Jerry Merrill, Nicholas, h'rs
I poll, 100 100 131 20a Id & bdg, stump-
Jones, H. A. age, 700 700 9-15
I poll, 100 20a intervale, 250 250 327
4 horses, 140 Merrill, Andrew
3 cows, 80 I poll, TOO TOO I-3I
stock in trade, 500 S20 10.72 Newt, Leroy A.
Kidder, Josephine I, poll, 100 100 1-31
la Id & bdg, 250 250 3-27 Morgan, Gerry
Kidder, Joseph B. I poll, TOO
I poll, 100 100 I-3I 2Ha Id & bdg, Copp
Kidder, Albert B. C. place, 1000
I poll, 100 100 I-3I I cow, 30 II30 1477
Lull, Arthur C. Manning, Ransom W.
I poll, 100 i8a Id & bdg, 1300
2 horses, 200 I horse, 90
I cow, 26 326 4.26 4 cows, 104
Little, Hattie M., Mrs. I other stock, 18 1512 1977
140a Id & bdg, Mer- Martin, Chas. H.
rill past. & G. K. I poll, 100
Richards pi, 2700 105a Id & bdg, 3000
I horse, 80 3 horses, 180
6 cows, 168 2948 38.54 12 cows, 336
Little, Edward D. I other stock, 24 3640 47-59
I poll, 100 100 I-3I Martin, Mary A., Miss
Little, S. J., Mrs. Ha Id & bdg, 200 200 2.62
i-ga Id & bdg, Vg of Martin, Annie, Mrs.
home place, 400 54a Id & bdg. 300 300 3-92
I horse, 30 430 5.62 Martin. Frank D.
Little, Bertha M. I poll, 100 TOO I-3T
2-9a Id & bdg, % ]\Ioore, Fred L.
























money at int.. 600
Roberts, John G.
I poll, 100







































































































money at int., 800
Swett, E. B.
1 poll, 100



























NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'D. TaX.
Taggart, Thomas R.
I poll, 100
14a Id & bdg, 950 1050
Teele, Samuel. h"rs




money at int., 600 1524
i/4a Id & bdg, :Mer-






I a Id & bdg, 1000
I horse, 20
Wells, Betsey A.





53a Id & bdg, 1450
2 horses, 120
2 cows, 52
Woodbury, M. W., h'rs
i^a Id & bdg, 500
Whitney, Geo. E.
I poll", 100






Worthley, C. A. & Jane
Barnard
14a Whitney Id, 100 100
Worthley, C. A., Mrs.
4a Id & bdg, 1650
2 cows, 60 1710
Welch, Richard
I poll, 100
^a Id & bdg, 400 500
AVilliams, Granville
T poll, 100
5a Id & bdg, Danforth
place and Harri-
man Id, . 1000
I horse, 50























2a Id & bdg, 150
Non-Residents.
Dustin, Mabel G., Mrs.
40a Sheehan Id, 200
Lancaster, Susie, Miss
8a Id & bdg, 400
Lock-head, Will
2a Id & bdg, S. A.
Kidder place, 300
Merrill, Benj. F.
loa sprout Id, 100
bn nr Cheney Id, 50























Ha Id & bdg, Bur-
rows place, 300
Poland, W. C.
5a Id & bdg, _ 1000
Stevens, J. S., h'rs
6Ha Id & bdg, 1000
Coburn, Chas. J.
14a sprout Id, bt.
of Tirrell, 120
Tenney, Franklin, h'rs
I20a Id & bdg, Var-
num place, 2100
Bellisle, Gideon & Son





4a, pt of Harri-
man Id, 150
Carroll, G. W.




































X horse, lOO 200 2.62
Blaisdell, Henrj-
I poll, lOO
84a Id & bdg, 3350
2 horses, 120
16 cows, 480
I other stock, 18 4068 53-19
Blaisdell, Lewis H.






fund, 1000 1600 20.92
,
Chester, Sarah A., Miss
15a Id & bdg. Cole
land, 1000 1000 13-08
Hazen, B. & C. H.
I poll, 100
iioa Id & bdg, 3850
3 horses, 200
• IS cows, 436 4586 59-96
Hazen, B. F.
I poll, 100
53a Id & bdg, 1250
I horse, 30
5 cows, 130 1510 19-74
Hoit, J. W., h'rs
102a, Smith & C. H.
Hadley Id, 650 650 8.50
Hoit & Jones
63a Id & bdg, Wood-
man place, 1900 1900 24.84
Johnson, Ernest
31a. Richards &
Parker Id, 380 380 4-97
Hoit, John W., h'rs
26a, Mine Hill, Story
& Kidder Id, 3000 3000 39-03
Hazelton, James
I poll, 100 100 I-31
Kidder, Samuel
40a field & Sprout
land, 400 400 5-23
Kidder, Bradley
I poll, 100
5^a Id & bdg, Fille-
brown place, 200 300 3.9-'
NAMES AND VALUATION.
Kidder, Bradley
i8a Id & bdg, Luther
Kidder place, 500
Kidder, Geo. W.





8oa Id & bdg, Rich-





2Ha Id & bdg, Hor-
ace Kidder pi, 350










20a Id & bdg, Daniel
Kidder pi, 600
Martin, James F.
I poll, . 100
Martin, Francis, h'rs
74a Id & bdg, 2800







40a Id & bdg, 900
Martin, Van Buren
I poll, 100




5 other stock, 90
40a. pt woodland &
Kidder place, 600
Morgrage, Wm. B.
iia sprout Id, 66
Minard, J. E.
I poll, 100































NAMES AND VALUATION. Yarn. Tax.
McKellips, Chas.
I poll. 100 100 I-3I
Mills, Frank P.
13a, Ben Kidder
land. 200 200 2.62
Parley, John Q.
50a Id & bdg. 1400
2 horses. 100
4 cows. 120 1620 21.18
Perley, John A.
. I poll. 100 100 1-31
Perley, Geo. H.
I poll, 100 100 I-3I
Pattee, George
I poll, 100
125a Id & bdg. 4400
3 horses, 200
17 cows, 510
money at int., 1500 6710 8773
Pattee, Bertha M , Miss
money at int., 900 900 11.77
Parker, Granville
I poll, 100
42a Id & bdg. 1200
3 horses. 250
I cow, 30
I other stock. 20 1600 20.92
Parker Bros.
2oa, A. J. Sar-
gent Id, 400 400 5-23
Parker, Chas. 0.
I poll. 100 100 I-3I
Parker, Wm. S.
I poll. 100 100 I-3I
Poore, Herbert E
loa Story Id, 200 200 2.62
Paige, W. P.
14a sprout Id, 114 114 1.49
Paige, James
I poll. 100
I horse, 40 140 1.83
Richards, IMary, Mrs.
50a Id & bdg. 3000 3000 39-23
la Id & bdg, Whip-
ple place, 550 550 7.26
Richards, J. Arth ur
I poll. 100
i6a, Pattee Id, 100
3 horses, 300
31 cows, 868
2 other stock. 40 1408 17.42
Randall, L. T.
I poll, 100 100 I-3I
74
NAMES AND VALUATION.
Sargent & J. W.
Hoit h'rs



















i8a, A. P. Lit-
tle Id, 700
Tenney, Geo., h'rs




2 cows, . 50
3 other stock, 40
Tebbetts. Chas. H.










6 other stock, 96
42a Id & bdg, Rich-
ardson pl, Sligo
Page Id, 1050





50a, pt of Davis pl,




























Whipple, W. H.. Mrs.
I2a, Davis Id, 6go 600 7.85
Whipple, A. M.. h'rs
62a Id & bdg, 1400
2 horses, 80
8 cows, 240
I other stock, 14 1734 22.67
Waite, Geo. E.
I poll. 100




5 other stock. 100
3 sheep. 12 4042 52.85
Whipple, Frank A.
I poll. 100 100 I-3I
Non-Residents.
Dickey, Inez, Mrs.
50a sprout & pas-
ture Id, 600 600 7.85
Little, Henry A.
27a, bt. of T. W. Rich-
ards heirs, 250 250 3.27
W'hipple, Chas. A.








looa Id & bdg. 1000
I horse. 70
8 cows, 240


































6oa Id & bdg, 800
1 horse, 70
7 cows, 196
2 other stock, 30
1 sheep, 4





Hoit, J. W., h'rs





I other stock, 16
money at int & .
deposit loooo
28a, pt of G. W.
Parker-place, 500 500
40a, pinnacle It, 3000 3000
Hadley, S. B., & Mary
io8a Id & bdg, 2500
Hadley, Geo. P.
1 poll, 100
la Id & bdg, 800
2 horses, 150
money at int., 650
Harvey, J. George
I poll, 100
2a Id & bdg. Goodw










5a, Whitney Id. 90
McLane. A. B.
I poll, TOO



















4 cows, 120 2470 32.30
Parker, J. M., j\Irs.
2a Id & bdg. 2600
I horse, 50
stock in banks &
corporations, 5000
money at int. &
on deposit, 3000 io6so 139-25
Parker, J. M. &
D. A., h'rs
13a sprout ,Id, TOO TOO 1.31
old store & Smith
house, 1200 T200 15.69




8 other stock, 130 4034 52.74
Parker, Henry W.
1 poll. 100
2 horses, 150 250 3.27
Parker, C. S., H. W.,
& F. A.
3a Id & bdg. Geo. W.
Parker place, 1000 1000
Parker. D. A., h'rs
money at int. or




















200a Id & bdg. Had-
ley place, 2000
Smith, C. E., h'rs
15a Id & bdg, 1000
Smith, J. Melissa, Mrs.
15a, Flanders Id, 150
I horse, 60




























68a Id & bdg, 1300
Wyman, Chas. G.
I poll, 100
i^a Id & bdg, 800
Walker, James D.
5a Id & bdg, 1200




























30a Id & bdg, 3600
2 horses, 100 3700 48.38
24a. George Id, black-




74a, Hoyt Id, 2850
Simonds, James, h'rs
4a, Simonds Id, 40
Wilson, FL C.
2a, pt. of Flan-
ders Id, 150 150 1.96
District No. 12.
Colby. Walter











NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Colby. Alfred
I poll, 100
14a Id & bdg, 500
I cow, 26 626 8.19
Comfort, Joseph
I poll. 100
36a Id & bdg, 1200
I horse. 50
3 cows. 90 1440 18.83
Dodge & Barnard
26a. Stowell Id, 400 400 S-23
Flanders, Frank B
5a, Hazeltine Id, 78 78 1.01
Greer. B. F.
90a Id & bdg, Annis
place, 1200 1200 15.69
Gilmore. Joseph T.
I poll, 100
55a Id & bdg, 1550 1650 21.57
12a, McAllister
land, 150 ISO 1.96
Hebert, Will
I poll, 100 100 I.3I
Hammond, Cyrus
I poll. 100
37a, A. Poore Id, 120
I horse, 20
7 cows. 190 430 z.e2
Hammond, Mary, Mrs.
89a Id & bdg. 1400 1400 18.31
Holt, Alonzo W.
5a sprout Id, 40 40 •52
Lavelle, Fred
I poll, 100 100 I-3I
Martin, S. T. h'rs
4a, Merrill Id, ISO 150 1.96
Moore, Henry
90a Id & bdg. 2200
2 horses, 100
8 cows. 220
I other stock, 14 2534 33-13
Norman, Charles
I poll. 100 100 I-3I
Paige. David A.
40a id & bdg, 2200
2 horses, 100
6 cows. 170 2470 32.30
r5a. field & pas-
ture. 300 300 392
NAMES AND VALUATION.
Paige, David E.
15a, Sargent Id. mo
Paige, W. P.
12a, Curtis Id, 210
Paige, Isaac J




















































27a Id & bdg,
I horse,
I cow,
8a, E. R. Poore Id, 64
Sumner, Otis F., Mrs.
Sa Id & bdg, 400
Stark. Mildred G.; ^Irs.








40^a, Paige & Colby

































Total Total Total Total
KAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax. NAMES AND VALUATION. Val'n. Tax.
Non-Residents. 3 other stock, 48 1088 14.22
2ia, Martin Id, 400 400 5-23
Blood, Anna A. ' 60a, McCoy pi, 550 550 7-2o
5a Id & bdg, Under- 17a Id & bdg, pt of
hill & Paige S. W. Little,





"Iam sorry to bother you,Mt
my glasses haye got bent"
is what our patrons often say when they cotne
in with their glasses out of fix. Now we never
lose interest in our patient and it is never any
trouble to keep our glasses in perfect adjust-
ment. You confer a favor upon us by calling
often and making it possible to keep your
glasses in perfect shape and give your vision
the best results.
BROWN & BURPEE,




Greenhouses, I33o1l£inover St., Office, im»i 13 Hanover St.,
ilassabesic Lake Line. Cor. Chestniiit.
MANCHESTER, N, H.
X02^ Elm Ht., IMCancliester, TV. H.




DAVID CROSS, President ARTHUR H. HALE, Vice-President
lEOKARD G. SMITH, Cashier
DIRECTORS.
DAVID CROSS, WILLIAM COREY, ARTHUR H. HALE, EITGEHE S. HEAD,
JAMES F. BALDWIW, FREEMAN HIGGIHS, ALBERT J. PRECOURT.
We have a large number of Individuai safes
In our
NEW SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS
which we rent for $2.00 a year and upwards.
You can find no safer place for your valuable papers.
n





Deposits made the first, second or third day
of any month draw interest from the first
day. Dividends payable annually on Oct. 1.
OFFICERS.
FREEMAN HIGGINS, President DAVID CROSS, Vice-President
ARTHUR H. HALE, Treasurer A. F. EMERSON, Secretary
TRUSTEES.
FRBBMAir HIGGINS ARTHUR R. HALE DAVID CROSS
LUTHER C. BALDWIN JOSIAH 0. DEARBORN
LEONARD G. SMITH JAMBS F. BROWN ABRAHAM F. EMERSON
S?lf/«^2Ii OPEN DURING THE NOON HOURBANKS ARB
BANK HOURS.
.30 A. M. to 4 P. K. SATURDAYS 6.30 A. M. to 12 M.
TBURSDAT BVBNINGS from 7 to 9 o'clock.
